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A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF CURRENT THEORIES
BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION.
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Chapter 1. Introduction*
At the present time theories relative to the Bible and the 
proper method of interpreting it are legion; indeed^ it is 
doubtful if there ever was a time in the history of Christianity 
when so many different views and positions were held at the 
same time, by laymen and scholars alike as at the present.ln 
one sense this points to' a wholesome situation; it means that 
with the gradual increase of religious liberty the masses ofI
Christianity are usjjfin^ the new freedom to think for themselves
and are rjapidly casting off ”ready-made” religious dogmas and
forms. But in another sense there is a very real danger in
the situation as it exists^ more and more as simple men turn
their thoughts to religion are they perplexed and troubled by
the bewildering array of theories, notions, and ideas which
they discover about them; more and more are men driven to
exclaim, ”i do not know what to believe any longer.” It is
because of this situation that this humble attempt is made,
if perchance the following will help some troubled seeker after
[true religion to evaluate properly the theories which he
[finds current today in the field of biblical interpretation,I f
|and to think his way through to an adequate solution of the 
Bjroblem of Christian living,
|5 To this end we have attempted to offer a statement of the 
Trent theories concerning the Bible and,its interpretation;
to point out the values sought hy those who support the 
various theories; to examine the nature and the validity of 
the presuppositions underlying them; to state the results which 
are actually obtained by these theories together with an 
evaluation of these results in the light of all the ascertain­
able facts in the case; and finally to advance a position 
which will be in harmony with the ^demands of rational thinking, 
scientific discoveries, and historic revelation, and still 
preserve the real values souglit by the religious nature of man.
Let us state the spirit of approach to the problem: It 
Is one of deep reverenfce for the Scriptures, and of ppenmind- 
edness and charity towards all theories concerning the proper 
Biethod of interpreting the iBible, together with respect for 
all those who earnestly and cohscientiously hold to them.
Further the attempt has been made to be fair-minded and open 
in evaluating the soundness of the presuppositions upon which 
the theories rest, and in evaluating and enumerating the 
actual results achieved. Through the entire discussion runs 
the sincere desire to know the truth and to lead the reader, 
if possible, to a position where he may appreciate the Scriptures 
more fully, come into closer proximity to his God, and arrive 
L^t a more complete understanding of the Christ ideal which 
[leads to the more abundant life,
Y It is apparent that many regretable tendencies have gradually 
prept into religious controversies, tendencies which are 
worthy and undhristian in nature, and which we hope to bar 
om this discussion. We find as perhaps the most common of
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these regretaljle practices the hahit of offering too freely 
destructive criticism without an attempt being made to 
establish anything new and more wholesome in place of that 
removed. Such procedure might be allowable in certain fields 
of endeavor, but not in religion for, as has often been 
pointed out, man is naturally religious and, being such, the 
question is not, shall a man be religious? for he must be so.
The real question is, how shall he be religious? What will be 
the content of the religious life of man? in this situation 
it becomes unworthy of any sincere scholar to attempt to destroy 
religious faith and conviction unless he has something 
constructive to offer in place of that which he would remove.
For example, it is time enough to talk about the world needing 
a new Bible when someone has produced a better Bible than 
the one we now possess. Not that we mean to infer by this that 
one is justified in remaining passive and content to dwell 
in the dim light of traditional truth rather than to reach 
forth in.an endeavor to understand more fully the things of 
the universe, but that the way to more complete understanding 
1b not to cast off all beliefs and ideas before the search 
begins. The mind must believe, it must have content, it must 
[hold certain bodies of ideas in spite of all one might wish 
to the contrary. If a man be "joined to idols" it is but an 
[expression of this eternal "must" of the intellect, and to 
Uisengage him from his mistaken ideas the method lies not in 
feewing down and casting aside his images of wood and stone,
^t in holding before him the vision of the God "not made with
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Another tendency which is to be regreted is the unwilling­
ness manifested by many to appreciate the position of those 
Tfho think and see differently. It seems that few are of large 
enough spirit to maintain charity towards an opponent in the 
heat of a theological dispute. Too often we fail to realize 
that words are but imperfect channels of expression, and that 
perhaps if we could get back of the expressions to the real 
spirit and heart yearnings of those who seem to differ radically 
from US, we would find that their spirit was akin to ours, 
and their desires very similar to ours. Certain it is that 
it is unfair in the fields of philosophy and religion in 
particular to construe the words of another too literally or 
narrowly, for many times the printed page represents but 
feehiy the spiritual truths and values which the soul of the 
author was actually experiencing or searching for in the 
Hnlverse when he penned the lines. How often has the thinker 
labored and worked to produce what he considered valuable 
I truth only to have it misunderstood and misinterpreted by 
l^those who followed after.I It is most sure that the man has 
[sever yet lived who was able to convey the loftiest reaches 
m his soul, the keenest feelings of his heart, the deepest 
finsight of his mind to his fellow men in an adequate and 
Etorthy manner. Man thinks, and feels, and longs, and hopes 
more than he is ever able to express; all of which should 
pead us to be charitable in our dealings with those who seem 
differ in point of view from us.
Closely akin to the above tendency comes the failure of
y to recognize and respect the values for which others are
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striving. Every theory is called forth hy a desire on the 
part of someone to achieve certain values in life. Thus the 
whole realm of philosophic speculation has heen called forth 
"by the demands of the human mind for a coherent and self- 
consistent universe; and while we deny the truth of much that 
has heen advanced in the name of sound philosophy we must 
admit and respect the value to the human mind of a coherent 
environment. In like manner in the field of religion theories 
relative to the Bible have grown up because men were striving 
for certain religious values such as an authoritative guide 
to life, a court of reference in case of theol’bgical disputes, 
a fixed rock of certainty in the midst of the flux and change 
of life. The values sought may or may not be completely 
worthy, the fact remains that they are there and should be 
respected. The very fact that a theory can find adherents 
points to the'conclusion that there is some value or worth in 
it for men do not advance ideas just for the love of formulating
them, but for the instrumental purpose of satisfying certain
/
demands of their being. If then every theory has value to a 
greater or less degree we have no warrant for casting any light­
ly aside, for after all the fundamental thing for which man 
is striving in life is value - that is, for those things which 
till satisfy his own nature the most completely and universally 
for the greatest length of time - and those ideas and theories 
must triumph which will explain life in the most satisfactory 
way, and give to it its richest content.
Many of our present-day theologians are good Bible students
p3id able writers without, at the same time, being good psychologists.
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They fail to understand that man is conservative in his language 
and his mental images, and that even old ideas expressed in 
new words and pictures take on alien and unfimiliar forms; 
and still further that when "both ideas and phraseology are new 
the reader is thrown into a position of antagonism and doubt 
almost uncoMsciously, Language should be sought which will 
introduce as little harshness as possible; simpleness of 
expression - a thing which few achieve - should be striven for 
rather than profoufidity. Certainly there is no place for the 
tvulgar practice of calling nam^s, which practice so often 
liappears in religious discussionsT.' Of all unworthy methods this 
Is perhaps the most unworthy and unjustifiable for it does 
^laothing hut arouse the anger and opposition of the other 
party. To call a man a liar is not to prove anything against 
.lliai; to say of a man he is a hypocrit is not to make him so;
short, a name is a label and may either be true or false;
|it is in no case an analysis of the thing itself, 
b To those who would lead the world to a new and higher 
^nception the method of the Master is an invaluable, guide. 
|airistAs method was certainly not one of antagonism and rough 
ppposition; rather was it one of sympathy and understanding - 
wmpathy for those who were searching for certain great life 
walues however far they had gone astray, and understanding of 
ue true values and needs of the human heart.So far as his 
wsthod used for the purpose of removing the imperfect and 
J^orthy was concerned, it can be characterized as ” constructive 
truction". Christ declared openly that he came not to 
troy hut to fulfill. And he meant far more by "fulfill”
than simply the carrying out of the expectations of the people. 
He came into a worl^ where unworthy messianic expectation was 
rife; he himself conceived of his messianic office in far 
higher terms. He could not therefore accommodate himself to 
current expectation for his own moral nature, would not al]Low
[him to do soj hut neither did. he seek to stifle the popular
/'
onging for the advant of the Messiah.* Ratlier did he try to
ihow the people that in himself were all of their expectations
Ifilled and surpassed beyond measure. His fulfilling was a
ihstitution of his own true and worthy conception for the
artly false conception current at his time. His method grew
iut of his purpose enunciated in the statement. came that
e might have life, and have it more abundantly.” He hame not
destroy life, nor the values of -life, but to give the more
undant life to man. If students, scholars, and laymen today
uld incorporate this same purpose in their own lives and >
Id it before them as a-life ideal by which to shape their
/
thod, religious quarrels and theological'disputes would lose 
oh of their bitterness -and the era of good will and 
otherhood would be far advanced.
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Chapter 2. The Bihle.
A.- Theory And Fact.
In any consideration of the Bible we must distinguish 
[clearly between fact and theory, that is, between the facts 
^relative to the nature, content, and worth, and theories which 
[have grown up gradually through the centuries to explain these 
[facts. Facts are established by investigation and careful 
[dxamination; theories are produced by rational reflection as 
Jto the meaning of these discovered facts and their relation to 
lene another and to the totality of human knowledge. To illustrate, 
.t is a fact that the Bible as we know it contains sixty-six 
»ooksj all that one need do to prove the statement is to turn 
the Bible and count them. It is a fact that the Bible says 
the world was created in six days and that on the 
(eventh God rested. It is a fact that the Gospel of John 
represents the Word as being eternally existent with the Father; 
inyone can read and see for himself. Along side of the great 
)dy of fact - of which the above are illustrative - there 
las groim up a vast body of theory to explain the meaning of 
lat which men have discovered through investigation and 
jliservation. ^yhen men change their question from, ”^¥hat does 
le Bible say?*^ to ”What is the meaning of this biblical 
[tatement?*^ theories begin to grow. Vfhy does the Bible say 
lat the world was created in six days? ^fhat is the meaning of 
le statement that the Word was eternally existant with the 
ither? Attempts to answer such questions as these produce 
leories.
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There is nothing more natural, or more to be expected, 
than the process which we find has actually taken place in 
history, i.e., having given a book such as the Bible, then
I
finding men theorizing, speculating, and considering its 
nature, use, authority; for theory always springs up about 
any body of fact in experience. It represents the natural 
attempt of man to explain and systematize his environment or 
universe. Man is by nature inquisitive; he no sooner observes 
than he begins to investigate; and investigation brings 
questions - How? ^Vhat? Why? Who? But he is not alone inquisi- 
[tive by nature, he is also naturally a lover of consistency and 
jdeniatids consistency in his environment. He therefore combines 
phis investigative spirit with his desire for coherence and 
the result is science, philosophy, religion, etc. Theories are 
hegitlmate and necessary property of the intellect; and if a 
pan be so fortunate as to formulate a true theory relative to 
pertain facts he finds that it gives new life, interest, and 
porth to the facts which it accompanies; but if, on the other 
pand, a man be so unfortunate as to formulate a false or 
ilnadequate theory he soon discovers that the facts related to 
pt are distorted, deadened> and in a sense destroyed. The 
Reed of true theories is apparent in all realms of human 
fought, and certainly j*eligion is no exception to the rule;
Rad if one is to have a living, pulsating, glowing, inspiring 
Bible, a book which will at once supply the religious nature 
^ the individual with food and yet not offend the intellectual 
R rational sense, one must advance with care into that'some- 
niat dangerous, yet never-the-less necessary, realm of the
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theoretical. After a brief glance at some of the more apparent 
facts we propose to push our way Into the field of the
theoretical for the purpose of examining and evaluating that 
which we find therein.
B.- imat Christians Think The Bible To Be.
Let us here stop and ask ourselves, what Is the Bible? or 
perhaps better, what do Christians think they have In the 
Bible? What are the fundamental points In regard to this book 
upon Which practically all Christians are agreed? The Christian 
world believes that in the Bible it has a record of divine 
revelation from God to man; it believes that in the Bible it 
has the inspired word of God; that In this unique book it has 
a written statement of God's will for man; and finally that 
in a real sense the Bible represents a pronouncement upon 
religion and morality which is authoritative over the individual 
JB general it would seeta that the Christian world Is agreed 
these points as being facts, but we must hasten to
our statement, for while there is agreement in general, 
phere is wide divergence of opinion in detail and as to the 
saning of the facts enumerated. It is a case of a group of 
Bple believing in the same thing, but in different ways and 
different reasons. Many people seem to feel that if others 
not believe in certain facts in the same way that they do, 
for the very same reasons, that the others are denying the 
Sts; but such is certainly not the case. To illustrate, two 
may both believe in revelation as a fact in human 
(erience, yet they may differ wldly in their view as to
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how and why God revealed himself to man. We should remember 
that apples fell to earth a long while before Newton advanced 
his theory of gravity to explain the phenomenon, and that 
whether he was right or wrong, or whether we agree with him 
or not, we are all at one in believing that apples do fall.
So because two people say, ”l believe in revelation”, and 
yet each means a somewhat different thing, does not mean that 
God is not revealing himself to men, or that either of the 
speakers is really denying the fact of revelation as a light 
and power in the world.
We must not discard the generalized beliefs expressed above 
view them too lightly just because people differ as to 
their meaning in detail, for they represent a real basis of 
Agreement upon which Christians can stand together, and 
I am convinced represent the foundation upon which a united 
iSmrck will be built if that long wished for and much expected 
eondition of a united Christendom ever materializes. Let us 
ember as we proceed that no matter how widely we differ 
on pachtdther in positions which will be set forth that we 
e not completely and hopelessly at variance, but that we 
ve certain common beliefs concerning the Bible in general 
en though our quest for a true and adequate explanation and 
terpretation of these beliefs may seem to lead us apart.
The Traditional View Of The Bible.
C
The traditional popular and critical view of the Bible is 
h without interest to us, and has a more or. less direct
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bearing upon the prohlem which is before us. The view khich 
represents what historic man thought of the Scriptures is today- 
held in most of its essential features by more laymen, and 
perhaps ministers as well, than any other one view. In brief 
it is this: In the Scriptures man has the divine word of God 
revealed through men who were inspired in such a manner as to 
he completely under th^ control of the Divine Revealer. The 
jresult is.that the Bible which was thus produced is infallible 
jand inerrant from cover to cover. To deny a part of it is to 
leny all of it; to accept~lpart of it one has to accept all of 
-t to be consistent. The Bible being without error is to be 
iaken at face valpe; whatsoever it says, no matter upon what 
subject, is true and must be, accepted as such. The Bible was 
jiven by God as an infallible guide for life; man must treat 
t as such and obey it in every detail, asking no questions 
»r seeking for no reasons unless they are stated in the Bible 
itself.
Historically this view antidates the fprmation of bo.th the 
-d and New Testament canons. As related to the Old Testament 
le conception began to grow in Judaism as far back as the 
lird century before Christ at least, and was held in a very 
fmplete form by the rabbinic schools at the time of Christ’s 
trth. As more and more books were^ canonized the notion spread 
itil it covered the entire Old Testament, in the early 
ituries of the Christian era . the Jewish view of the Old 
^stament was carried over into Christianity, due chiefly to 
fe Jewish Christians within the Church. Many of the early
irch fathers subscribed to this view and gave it the weight
their sanction and influence, so that Jew and Christian 
came one in their view of the Old Testament. But Christianity 
igan to huild a Testament of its own; from various sources 
% gathered together writings - chiefly of the Apostles - and 
8 the years went hy and the writers themselves passed on the 
Boks and epistles grew into a position of esteem and sacredness 
iiich caused the Church to set them heside the Old Testament, 
fid when this was done ali^f the theories relative to infall- 
kllity, authority, etc. which-had "been applied to the Old 
fere now carried over and applied to the New. So we find the 
Irly Church with a Bible infallibly inspired, representing 
berrantly God’s will for man,
^ Such a view worked well until the Scriptures began to be 
Htten out in ever increasing numbers so that more and more 
lople could turn to the book and read for themselves. When 
Shle study began to be pronounced men were not long in 
[Bcovering that there were, some conflicts wSithln the Scriptures, 
m that there were even statements which seemed erronious;
M not only that, but men began to disagree as to what various 
pts of this infallible book meant. Under such circumstances 
p Church found itself in difficult straits to defend its 
pory of what the Bible was and how if came into being, for 
p accepted theory made no room for conflicts, errors, and 
perences of opinion. The difficulty was finally solved, as 
p difficulties are where fact and theory will not agree, 
p gradual change in the way men viewed the Bible, They began 
say that the Scriptures were allegorical and that therefore
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he conflicts, errors, etc. were merely apparent and not
t
ctualj the hook was infallible and without error, hut men 
light misunderstand and misinterpret it. But this theory 
iroved to he a very flimzy makeshift, for it was discovered 
hat an infallible guide was of no value unless someone could 
•ead it accurately. Looking upon the Bible as an allegory 
len began to read into it all manner of things, passages being 
Interpreted as fancy and desire might dictate. Such a condition 
iould not cont^tie to exist, and in fact it did not long 
jntinue for other fences outside were at work building up 
authoritative priesthood within the Church. This priesthood 
clearly, that if everybody was allowed to interpret the 
Lble as they saw fit after an allegorical fashion, that the 
iriptures would soon be discredited and lose power. The 
isult was that the priesthood gradually took to themselves 
le infallibility which had rested previbusly in the Bible, 
ley declared that while it was true that' the Bible was 
’allible it was also true that an infallible book needed 
infallible interpreter, and such they were.*For many 
mturles the Church continued with an infallible Bible and 
infallible priesthood to interpret it to fallible men,
Jtil Martin Luther and others "began to compare the pronounce- 
|nts of the priesthood with the Bible itself and found that 
bre was an almost total disagreement between the two. They 
be therefore forced to choose which they would accent since 
sy could find no basis for reconciling the sayings and 
iching of the Roman clergy with the contents of the Bible,
Sey chose +,I '^he Bible and the result was the Protestant Reform­
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ation.Movement. In this movement we see one body of Christians 
winging hack from the authority of an infallible priesthood 
0 the authority of an infallible book - the Bible. This 
estored view of thb sufficiency of an inerrant Bible went 
Jmost unchallenged from Protestant scholars and believers 
intil the last half of the century just passed. About that 
iime there came a revival of Bible study’and Bible reading, 
rith the result that the same facts which wrecked the theory 
jenturies before wrecked it again, at least in the minds of 
sritical studentsThe popular mind is, however, concervative 
«id slow to change, with the result that, while most thorough 
liblical scholars no longer hold to -the traditional view, the 
Bajority of laymen still cleave to the view of their fathers.
. It is not our purpose this traditional view of the Bible 
In this connection. We shall simply rest content with having 
tated it and traced it historical development. With this 
ackground we may proceed to some more fundament considerations.
D.- Conclusion,
The succeeding discussion presupposed a familiarity with 
he Bible and its contents; no attempt being made to set forth 
n an orderly or connected fashion the facts relative to the 
iible as a book. A knowledge of such facts is absolutely 
lecessary, however, and must be obtained before entering into 
t discussion of the theories which have grown up around the 
[criptures to explain them. As theorizing except upon .the ba^is 
^ known fact is entirely void of value, so also the evaluation 
theory except in the light of the facts in the case is
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lueless, not to say impossi'ble, Presupposing then a knowledge 
' the Scriptures, their content, their historical development, 
le claims that they make for themselves, and the results that 
ley have achieved in the lives of men in all ages, we will 
•oceed to a consideration of the various attempts that men 
ive made to systematically and coherently explain the method 
r transmission, the meaning of, and the authority over life 
i these facts.
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Chapter 3. Current Views On The 
Possibility, Method And Nature Of 
Revelation,
A,- Definition Of The Tenn "Revelation,”
The term "Revelation" simply means "a making known", 
ivine revelation is the making known by God of his nature and 
ill to man. It may seem on first though that a discussion 
f this subject as set forth in the present chapter title is 
lonewhat foreign to the larger subject under consideration; 
et closer thinking will reveal the fact that there is no one 
;hing of more fundamental importance in determining one’s view 
>f the Bible and the proper method of interpreting it than the 
losition that is held relative to the possibility, nature, and 
lethod of revelation in general. Thus,if it be denied that 
here is a Divine Being who is making, or has made, himself 
novrn to man, one is at once thrown into a position where it 
s impossible to entertain any view of the Scriptures except 
«o hold that they are an historic production which is to be 
^eated as any other ancient book that has come down to us, 
fe illustrate further, if one hold to the belief that revelation 
b possible, but that the only channel through which it has 
ben given has been that of certain inspired men of times past, 
fen chosen of God for the special task of being his mouth- 
meces, then one automatically discards the possibility of 
bnsidering nature, human history, and a number of other 
feBsible mediums as channels of revelation from God. Certainly 
^ must concede that the how, and when, and what of revelation 
all questions so fundamental to our larger consideration
t they warrant study tona considerable degree of thoroughness.
B,- The Possibility Of Revelation,
Is it possible to have a revelation of God to man? or, if 
, now, has such a revelation ever been possible? The answer 
'en to this question will vary with the individual, for we 
it not think that everyone is agreed even upon the possibility 
revelation, for such is not the case. The answer given in 
' specific instance will depend upon the total world view or 
.losophy which the individual answering happens to hold. If 
! philosophic conception of the universe to which the person 
leres be materialistic, that is, if he thinks in terms of a 
Hess and spiritless universe whose groundwork is matter or 
trgy, it is apparent that a belief in revelation could not 
introduced into such a systan and still maintain the self- 
isistency and rationality of the whole, for revelation 
^supposes on the one hand a God who is a Spirit and, on 
» other hand, men who are at least in part spirit. In other 
»d9 the very idea of revelation presupposes the existence 
'personality in the universe. The only objects that we can 
serve in experience "making known", and the only objects 
it we can discover grasping what is "made known" are persons, 
tugs endowed with personality. The power to give and to 
ieive revelation we have every reason to believe is an attii- 
ie of persons alone. The idea that a body of matter could 
^ai itself to another body of matter, or that one law could 
te itself known to another law is unthinkable, for we have 
ing within the realm of human experience to support such 
tion. Two heafenly bodies moving in crossed orbits may 
ably come together sooner or later and destroy' each other,
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i because they wanted to collide, hut because neither had Jbhe 
'er either to reveal to the other or to receive a revelation 
iffl the other relative to the particular space that was to 
occupied. But on the street thousands of people move in and 
i in a harmless fashion because each reveals by word, action, 
^look to those about him the course he is going to pursue, 
iis this ability in all walks of life to convey from one to 
Hher thoughts, ideas, and feelings which seta man off as a 
Ique being in the universe,
\ It is not our purpose here, to enter into a general discus- 
In of materialism, either of its merits or defects, but only 
[point out that if we hold to such a philosophy we cannot 
Intain belief in the possibility of divine revelation and 
111 remain rationally consistent. There has been enough said 
tscholars,both past and present, on the subject of materialism 
[ assure any religiously minded soul that there are broad 
bunds for rejecting this view of the universe which would 
b:e matter or energy fundamental, and which would therefore 
ie out all possibility of divine revelation.
' In passing we may perhaps fittingly mention the position 
Id by a much more recent school of thinkers, namely the 
so-realists, Neo-realiem holds that the ultimate ground of the 
diverse consists of points in space, instances in time^ .axioms, 
nations, etc. Such a position has grown out of the science 
’ mathematics just as materialism grew out of the chemical 
id physical laboratory. This philosophy represents in a 
mse a protest against certain ideas advanced by Pragmatists
mcerning the relativity of all knowledge and truth; it
insists that certain things are eternal in the universe, hut 
spirit or personality is not one of them. Therefore this 
theory either denies the possibility of divine revelation or 
disregards the problem altogether. It is true that neo-realism 
would admit finite mind in the universe as a more or less 
passive knower, but there is no room for an eternal Revealer,
^80 the possibility of divine revelation vanishes. It is 
|extremely doubtful if this philosophy ever makes enough head- 
fway to influence the popular mind greatly as it is deeply 
finvolved in mathematics and limited is scope, so we need give 
It no further consideration.
It is when we entertain the theistic world view,such as 
Ls held by the Christian thinker, that we find revelation to 
le possible, and not only possible*, but the very thing to be 
)st expected under the circumstances. Granted a universe whose 
reator and upholder is a parsonal spirit in whose being all 
»at we recognize as high and holy is centered; granted also 
multitude of lesser beings, somewhat limited, and yet with 
degree of freedom, and with the potentiality for much fuller 
svelopment; what more natural thing would there be to expect 
lan that this holy Divine Spirit should seek to make himself 
lorm to finite spirit, and that finite spirit should reach 
It in its imperfection and wealcness and seek to lay hold of 
ie Divine! It is unthinkable that a Divine Spirit endowed 
^th infinite knowledge and eternal love should create beings 
to which he breathed his own spirit and then would forget 
and allow them to struggle unaided in darkn^&H and
lerfection,. One is not to think, however, that man first of
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LI comes to "believe in God and then turns to a belief in 
evelation, for the reverse is true and represents the histor- 
.cal order. That is to say the fundamental fact in consciousness 
.8 not God, but God^s revelation of himself; so man comes 
iturally to recognize first the phenomena of revelation in 
ixperience and then moves to a belief in God*s existence, 
le important thing is that when he has become certain of the 
ixistence of a Divine Spirit he finds ever increasing reason
*or holding to his previous view of the possibility of revela-
hot
ion, for the two notions are/»^only compatible ideas but
necessary correlaries.
The fact that man generally is a praying individual is 
>t vithout bearing upon the question of the possibility of 
jyelation. Man prays for three purposes: to praise God, to 
'er thanks, and to ask a boon; and when he asks a boon of 
le heavenly Father h6 is asking for a manifestation of divine 
nwer or, in other words, for a divine revelation. It has been 
^gued that an individual’s prayer life grows out of simple 
wire; a man wants something that he does not seem to be able 
possess himself of in ordinary ways, so he resorts to 
rayer and to the extent that he asks God to give what he 
Hits his desires become master of his actions. This may all 
true in a sense but it in no way negates the validity of 
lyer and it fails utterly to answer the question as to why 
continue to pray. Desire might foster prayer once or twice 
It unless an answer was received it is hardly to be expected 
^at man would go on praying year after year, Heine’s statement
lative to prayer that ’’no one but a fool really expects an
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Answer" is absolutely untrue and has no foundation in fact. 
The truth is that thousands of men and women of all ages 
have been unalterably convinced that there is a God who does 
answer prayer and through his answer reveals himself to men.
The alchemist in his vain search for synthetic gold may have 
alloyed tin and lead once or twice to see if it would produce 
■the desired precious metal, but no one thinks that he was so 
toll that desire led him to go on combining these two metals 
^the rest of his life in the hope that by some chance one 
•mbination would produce gold. Neither would we rate man 
:enerally as of such a low rational order as to think that 
e would go on praying all his life if he did not feej that 
,e was receiving at least a partial answer to his supplications 
aying humanity does think that it has within experience the 
'esults of lirayer, therefore it goes on asking God for a 
^ntinued revelation or manifestation pf his power; not 
Iding that all revelation must be proceeded by lirayer, 
t believing that prayer may be expected to have as its 
suit a making known by the Divine Father pf himself as a 
iwer in the universe. Man's experience of the resul^ts of 
ayer therefore leads to a further belief in the possibility 
existence of revelation.
It should be born in mind also in this connection that the 
y foundation-stone of religion is a belief in the posslbil- 
of revelation. The fundamental fact of religion is belief 
\ and worship of some Divine Being or beings, and it is 
Ifestly impossible for man to believe in or to worship 
Divine Unknoim" . It was all very well for the Athenians
to errect an alter to "The Unknown God^ hut it is safe to say 
lat they never really >rorshiped that god. Man must first of 
kll feel that he knows God before he can worship him; and so 
le religious soul who truly worships has found it necessary 
first believe in a revelation from the Divine Being to 
m which has enabled man to Icnow and understand at least in 
irt the character, nature, and will of the Infinite, 
iristianity is no exception to the rule for it is at one with 
LI other religions in holding to the possibility and the 
Ictual occurance of revelation in human experience.
C,- Methods Of Revelation.
Not only is man reasonably sure of the possibility of the 
Lvlne malcing himself known to the human, btit he also feels 
ssured that this revelation has taken place and is even now 
Iking plafce in certain definite channels or mediams. The first 
these channels which we might mention is that of Nature, 
her very existence nature bears mute witness to the 
dstence of God, for the mind in its demand for a rational 
)lanation of everything that it comprehends as existing 
reality insists upon assigning a real cause to natural 
ienomena. We observe the universe about us and we are unable 
think of its existence without thinking also of its cause 
S in other words, of the power that brought it into 
Lstence. Every system of philosophy finds it necessary 
assume or postulate a Prime Mover, First Cause, or some
:ch power. The Christian theist holds that this power is a
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‘ersonal Spirit, and calls him God. Nor does nature only hear 
[itness to the existence of God, she also reveals somewhat of 
.s nature. The Christian theist has a reason for asserting 
lat God is a personal spirit, for as he turns to the realm 
nature he is able to recognize purpose and design in what 
taking place and he therefore concludes that, since this 
worthy of intelligence, the Being hack of all of this must 
endowed with intelligent will. The only class of heings 
lich has the attributes of intelligence and self-directed 
ill is man - a class of heings endowed with personality, it 
therefore necessary to conclude that God is at least 
lewhat in the nature of man, at least to the extent of being 
person.
Nature being the work of God*s hand we may reasonably 
^pect to find in it something of the imprint of the nature 
character of the Creator. The statue in stone speaks 
^udly of the nature of its author and creator; the picture 
the wall bears mute witness to the character of the 
livldual whose mind conceived the scene and whose hand 
l^ranged the colors; and so nature spealcs in even more 
mounced terms of the character and nature of the divine 
^eator. In the opening chapters of the book of Genesis we 
re an account of the creation of the world. For years there 
been a discussion back and forth between the so-called 
.entific and theological group of thinkers . Many times 
jth sides have failed to see the true significance of this, 
sount but this lack did not in the least hinder the debate, 
the real significance of this much discussed portion of
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he Bible is simply this^ that the author, whoever he may have 
een, conceived of God"as the creator of nature, and of nature 
s necessarily being a manifestation of God. "in the beginning
od-- ", and in the end it was still God; the same divine Person
ho first impressed his power upon the dark waters also breathed 
nto his final and highest creation the breath of life. Thus 
leither the actual events recorded nor the sequence of 
)ccuranoe are of vital importance to the religious soul who 
burns to the Bible to find God for they are-;matters of method 
and nothing more. In truth the Bible itself-makes so little 
i)f the actual events in which it portrays God's power at 
ivork that it .gives two separate accounts of the origin of the 
fforld, the significant fact of God's creatorship alone remaining 
constant in both narratives. So far as the Christian believer - 
Ls concerned today there is no need to fear the results of 
true science which --are yet to be made known; nor is there need 
to quarrel with the scientist about any theory or hj^othesis 
that he may advance so long as it does not by its very nature 
tnile out God as the author and maintainer of the natural order.
The expression of the revelation of God in nature reaches 
its high-water mark in the writings of the Hebrew psalmists.
[t is there that we find set forth in the most beautiful terms 
the God of the open air, the hill, and the heavens.
The heavens declare the glory of God;
And the firmament showeth his handiwork.
Day unto day uttereth speech, 
f And night unto night showeth knowledge, -
Psalm 19:1-2,
We should perhaps call attention to the fact that while we
t
discussing nature as the first channel of divine revelation
I
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•t was not the first mediam by which men became aware of God, 
le sweet-singers of Israel did not find God first in the 
ocks and hills but in the human heart. First she found God 
d proved his moral worth in the consciousness of men and 
en, because because of the worth, was able to tur^ to nature 
d find him there also. Nor did the Hebrews look upOn the 
eation of the Sun,and Moon, and stars as the highest 
pression of God*s power, but rather upon man himself as 
e crowning work of the hand of Yahweh. The heavens might 
spire awe, man might stand in speecljless wonder as he looked 
to the starry depths, but the very fact that he was able to 
erience such awe and wonder was a sure sign that man 
self was far beyond the material objects around him. Thus 
the eighth psalm we have an expression of the relative 
rth of nature and man:
IVhen I consider the heavens, and the works of thy fingers.
The moon and the stars which thou hast ordained;
\Vhat Is man that thou art mindful of him?
And the son of man that thou visitest him?
For thou hast made him hut little lower than God,
And crownest him with glory and honor.
Thou makest him to have dominion over the works of 
thy hands;
Thou hast put all things under his feet^
Psalm 8:3-6.
le Hebrew psalmists turning from an intimate personal knowledge 
God were able to see revealed in nature something of his 
Lory, something of his unthinkable power, something of his 
luntiful providing care; and humanity today can still read 
)m the same book - poet and artist, business man and laborer, 
ich and poor, great and humble can all stand and read as 
iture turns her leaves and presents to view the ?yer changing
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ictures of summer, fall, winter, and spring;, and what each 
ees written indellihly across these pages is ”God,*'
The revelation of God in nature is not without its limits, 
owever. We have already pointed out the fact that,if one 
ttempts to read from nature alone the character and nature 
God without previous knowledge of hlm^ one will necessarily 
ill far short of a true and adequate conception, not alone 
jcause the revelation itself is inadequate, hut also because 
iture presents opposing faces many times which raise puzzling 
’oblems for man. To illustrate, if we find beauty in nature 
liness is also there; power is balanced by weakness; 
funtiful providenop is set beside seemingly cruel neglect and 
nial; pleasure has its accompanying sorrow; and light is 
Allowed by darkness. With no other manifestation of God from 
|ich to read who can say but that the ugly, the cruel, the 
1, the sorrowful is not after all fundamental in the 
Iverse and will at last triumph? Psalmists of other nations 
pshiping gods revealed to them alone through nature sang 
is:
lyhat, however, seems good to one, to a god may be 
displeasing.
What is spurned by oneself may find favor with a god.
Who is there that can grasp the will of the gods in 
heaven?
The plan of a god is full of mystery — who can 
understand it?
How can mortals learn the ways of a god?
He who is still alive at evening is dead the next morning. 
In an instant he is cast into grief, of a sudden 
he is crushed,
Jls one of the strongest features of the Christian religion 
it does not depend upon a single mediam of revelation
enlightenment to the ever recurring question of man
ow can mortals learn the ways of a god?” We hasten to the 
ixt great channel of historic revelation.
A higher revelation of God than nature is to he found in 
le .nature of man himself. Holding to God as the one creator 
‘ the universe we must maintain that all, of the positive 
ements discoverable in the universe are to he found in God 
.mself. Now the highest elements in life are psychic; even 
le rankest materialist would admit the truth of this statement 
lile still maintaining that spirit is hut the cunning 
•rangement of material atoms. We must admit that in God there 
lists the psychic qualities as well as the baser qualities of 
irce and energy. We recognize that personality has certain 
^tributes, that the spiritual beings with which we are 
^quainted in experience have distinctive characteristics; and 
till holding to our initial postulate that all that is present 
b the effect must have been present at least potentially 
b the cause, we come to assign these attributes of personality 
p God, Thus the divine Being becomes not only an all 
pverful, unresistable force, but also a loving, righteous, 
pral, gracious, compassionate Father. As to the degree in 
6ich all of these spiritual qualities are present in the 
Bture of God we are able at once to affirm that they must 
I present in such quantitative measure as to make the 
laracter of God as noble as his highest creation - man. But 
I cannot stop here; God must be a Being far superior to 
In in his present stage, for from the potential powers 
|ich we feel within us we are convinced that there are new 
unknown realms of splendid achievement stretching out
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before hiimanity which no man as yet has ever entered. The 
very fact that these potential realms exist is sufficient 
proof that God is infinitely beyond man in his possession 
of spiritual characteristics of positive worth; for God must 
have in his owh being all those powers and qualities 
eternally existent to which man may ever be able to attain; 
d since we have no reason for believing that man cannot 
ttain to perfection - given a long enough time and a large 
lOugh environment - we believe that in God these high 
aiities of spirit exist in perfect form.
It may seem from this discussion that" we are arguing 
clnyards, that we are endeavoring to show that God is like 
n rather than that man is like God and is therefore a 
velation of God; but the two go so closely together as to 
inseparable - If God is like man then man must be like 
d. If there was not a similarity between the two revelation 
uld be an impossibility in any form, for only being that 
ve something in common - and that something Spirit - can 
nverse or commune with each other. Being assured then that 
is made in the image of God, we can turn to experience 
id study the nature of man., discover his longings and heart 
sires, find out his universal needs and wishes, and in it 
1 feel that we are in a real sense learning of the nature 
God and the longings of his infinite heart.
A third channel of revelation is that of human history.
^Bt as in nature we see God*s dealings with the material 
ler,so in history we read God*s dealings with the human order
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IThen Ve turn to the Old Testament we find that a great section 
of its contents is history dealing with the rise and development 
®f the Hebrew people, and we may well ask, why is the history 
^f Israel Included in a hook of religion and not the history 
Egypt or Babylon? The answer is to be found in the fact 
that the writers of the history of Israel, as well as the men 
who actually enacted the events, were granted the Insight which 
gabled them to see Qod in all that was taking place. Here 
.gain, as in the creation account of -Genesis, the significant 
Mng for the religious soul is not historical fact or accurate 
ronology, but the recognition of the fact that in all of 
is long chain of events God was guiding and directing this 
tion in such a way that they were conscious of his leadership, 
vestigation may. show that some biblical dates are in error, 
at some king’s name has been misplaced, that some town has 
pen wrongly located; such matters are of minor importance, and 
!e can note them, make the correction, and go on believing in 
e same God who revealed himself through his mighty works to 
rael,
We do not mean to imply that God revealed himself alone 
rough the history of a single race. Israel thought of God 
their God, and of themselves as a specially chosen race; 
t we have no reason to interpret this word "chosen" in such 
narrow sense as to think that the Divine Being was Aninterested 
Id took no consideration of what was going on in other parts 
the world. God did not discover the American Indians for 
;e first time when the Christian voyager Columbus set eyes
[n them. Israel was indeed a favored nation but in no sense
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was she a people who had a monopoly upon the interest and 
lore of God.There is reason to believe that God is even now 
at the present time engaged in a real and active way in the 
human world of ours. The trouble is that so few are able to 
read the signs of the time; too many of us are like Belshazzar 
who, even after the hand had moved across the wall, was unable 
to read what was written. One of the crying needs of the age 
is for clear-visioned Daniels who can stand and point out the 
Iresent wonders of God’s love and care, and who can declare, 
fs did the prophets of old, the will of the Lord. In the main 
the simple fact that the world is steadily growing better, 
piat in the long run the right always wins should be proof 
pnough to the average mind ' that God has not deserted his 
people but is continually guiding and protecting his flock.
I Closely allied to history as a channel of revelation comes
bat of individual experience. History is, after all, nothing
fot the record of experiences which have come to individuals;
let there is a distinction between experiences which are more
fp less universal and 'those which come to only one or two
lersons. Both channels are capable of bearing Divine Revelation
fed historically haye done so. The experience which Saul of
fcrsas had on- the road to Damascus illustrates how closely
Rese two mediums are connected. The experience was to him
ione, and yet it was a starting point for a stream of Divine
ftvelation which is even today making its power felt in the
irld. Without exception the prophets of Israel received their
pis and learned of their missions first of all through
vidual experience. Hor example Hosea suffered the torment
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of an unfaithful wife; his household was "brought to shame, 
his chil-dren were deserted; and yet when he had brought his 
faithless wife back and restored her in the home he saw in 
the whole affair a symbol of God*s love for Israel., It was 
this insight which ledd him to carry his message to the sinfiul 
nation of which he was- apart.
We do not have to go far to multiply examples of revelation 
through the medium of individual experience. The sincere 
Christian can turn to his own life and examine himself intro- 
^pectively and discover,.if he has not already done so, that 
the real basis of his belief in God and of his actions towards
lod rests upon his own personal experience with the Divine, 
id this not at all strange, for after all it is within 
le heart of man that God is revealed; it is there that the 
ictual recognition takes place. So it makes but little diffecenoe 
low clearly God is reflected in nature or in history, unless 
lat witness speaks to the human heart and carries conviction 
lere of the reality, worth, and will of God it is valueless.
Individual experience is the channel through which men 
ill ultimately come into a full and complete knowledge of 
le heavenly Father, but at present man's field of experience 
greatly limited, he finds himself confined to a certain 
phere of existence, he soon discovers certain bodily restr^nts, 
LI-of which limit the flight of his free spirit. It is 
jcause people recognize their own limitations when their 
mis stretch out after God that they turn so eagerly to 
ir the words and the message of a person who, being unhampered
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as most men are, was able to see and comprehend what others 
were unable to see and know, so it is with joy and gladness 
that the world turns to the figure of Christ and recognizes 
that in his message it has the highest and most perfect 
revelation of God yet given to man, Christ's revelation was 
the most exalted and -perfect because it was personal; he 
saot only carried a message to the world, he lived it before 
world; not only was he able to call all men unto him and 
id them listen while he expounded the truths which he had 
rom the Father, but he was able to say also, ”He that hath 
een me hath seen the Father," There is a great gult fixed 
tween precept and practice, but in th6 life of Christ we 
scover that the gulf has been spanned, .and we find there a 
mplete harmony between the principles of righteousness 
ich he enunciated and the practices of his everyday life.- 
^ong other things the world in indebted to Christ for 
e supreme revelation of God as a loving heavenly Father, 
e consciousness of which grew out of Christ’s own unique 
cognition of his personal filial relationship to God. After 
ewing Christ’s own deeds of love and mercy, and after hearing 
s ascription of the spirit manifested in them to the Father, 
cannot help but exalt our conception of the Divine Being 
new heightbs of grandeur and worth, A being to be the father 
our Lord Jesus Christ must indeed be of noble ,and exalted 
aracterl To Christ then is the world indebted for its 
preme revelation of the will and nature of God.
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D.- The Nature Of Revelation,
Having considered the methods of revelation we may now
turn to a consideration of the nature of revelation. Our
.
conception of this will depend very largely upon our idea
relative to the position and state of God. in the Universe.
If we conceive of him as being in far off isolation we
^11 accept one view of the nature of his revelation to man;
t if we feel that he is very near unto us and think of him
3 being dynamically immanent in the. world, we will find our-
■elves assuming another attitude in regard to the way in which
e conceive- of him transmitting his will and intelligence to
an. Both views have followers today and are consequently
Mfluencing men in their general thinking on spiritual matters.
0t us look at each very briefly.
The first position, that which sets God afar off in some
bode of loneliness transcendent above the world, is known as
eism, ffe would perhaps be warranted in calling this the
paditional view for it comes nearer haying the sanction of lihe
%st than any other. In times past men thoaglit of the world as \ %
ssentially evil; of flesh as being in itself corrupt; and,
Iding to such ideas, it was Impossible think of a holy 
righteous God as being in any way closely associated with 
, God therefore must transcend the world order and be above 
beyond it. And if he thus transcends the world and dwells 
3 distant seclusion revelation of a necessity becomes
ternal and supernatural for it is something which is introd- 
led into the world order from without and impressed upon 
e consciousness of men by other than natural or ordinary means
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This being true we would not expect to find a revelation of 
God in all nature, all history, or in the experience of ev,ery 
individual hut only in certain aspects of nature upon special 
occasions, only in the history of certain chosen nations in 
certain periods, and only in certain unique experiences of 
certain chosen individuals. Individuals selected by God as 
Channels of his revelation. How we are to know when nature 
becomes a revelation of God, when God is to be found in the 
history of a nation, and when he is revealing himself through 
fehe experience of an individual is a question which deists have 
itever been able successfully to answer. Revelation must be 
iupernatural,- mantains the deii^tt, but he has no measuring 
tick by which the world can distinguish between natural and 
iupernatural, How is the world to distinguish between Christ 
d anti-Christ? Finding no answer we turn from this deictic 
elemma to the conception of divine immanence.
In more recent times men have come to see that this universe 
s not simply a machine which a God created in the far distant 
ast and after giving it its initial impetus allowed it to 
n on unmolested through the ages\ God did not stretch forth 
s hand from high heaven and establish the world, only to 
thdraw once more into seclusion. The advancement which has 
een made in our conception of natural law and evolution has 
own this to be impossible. Not only did God create, but he 
still creating; every day new forms are appearing in nature 
ich scientists call sports or mutations, but which the 
ligiously minded also call the new manifestation of God’s
«r
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sreative power, Fur.ther than this, the-idea of natural law 
rith nothing to support it-is untenable. Natural law is not 
some mysterious entity which exists in and of itself, some 
Invisible force in the universe controling and shaping destiny 
according to its own nature; but rather is it only the 
^bserved sequence of nature. Newton formulated what has been 
galled the law of gravity after he observed the apple fall.
(oday we know that if we hold an apple or any other body above 
le earth and then let it ga that it. will^ fall to the- ground, 
id thus we demonstrate anew the uniform sequence of events 
lich man has ,catalogued under the title of the '^law of gravity." 
ly did the apple fall downward for Newton?, why does it fall 
jwnward for us? Why dp bodies in space attract each other 
-th mutual .attraction depending upon their relative masses?
&ne of these questions yield themselves to answers. We can'
It say that this is nature and let it pass. It is this conti- 
ied orderliness of nature, however, the oontteual evidence of 
^rpose and design in the universe, that leads inevitably to 
le belief that God is still dynamically immanent and actively 
•esent in this world preserving its orderliness, supporting 
controling its fundamental laws, filling-it with purpose,
|is view is known as the doctrine of Divine Immanence.
A word pf caution would perhaps not be amiss in this conn- 
l^ion relative to an altogether too frequent confusion of 
p idea of divine Immanence and pantheism. Pantheism holds that 
and nature are one and the same thing. God is the totality 
the universe. The doctrine of divine immanence makes no 
Bh identification for it has nothing to say relative to
Ik»d and his position spacially, but. asserts that dynamically
t
eternal spirit permeates the universe, supporting and
laintaining it, even as the soul of the individual permeates
Dd controls the physical body of man. Our own spirits dwell
Ithin bodies of clay and yet they transcend these earthly
lousesI so Gdd dwells within the universe in much the same
nner without at the same time being simply the totality of
e universe as pantheism would make him.
Accepting the idea of the immanence of God we are in a
sition to assume that revelation is both internal and
tural. If it is the natural thing for God to be in the
rid order, it is the natural thing for him to reveal himself
rough the world order. If God is continually directing the
roes and events of this order then he does not have to
pernaturally enter a closed system 'of orderly sequence and
srupt it every time he wishes to speak to man, A conception
ch as we are endeavoring to support makes God*s revelation
himself much richer and more worthwhile. As we walk the
elds in June we can see God. We can pluch either the rose
the lily and see in the beauty of either something of the
auty of God. We are no longer limited to the idea of Israel
the only chosen race of God, and therefore the only race
whose history the Divine has been revealed. We can turn to
r own natiiion and read our own history and find witness of
d's wonderful design for men. Nor are we forced into a
sition of envy as we study the character of the prophets of
d or oft the apostles of Jesus, and when we see them in 
e role of divine messengers, for in our own personal
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xperience we also may expect to find God and thus be able to 
ecome his messengers; perhaps not to the extent that these 
*eat men of old were able to find him, but nevertheless 
lough so that we personally are satisfied that he is near 
ito us guiding and giving strength as we need gAidance and 
)Trer.
It must be remembered that at any event God is a spirit 
id therefore his revelation will be spiritual. The divine
I
aing is not seeking to make himself known to the rocks of 
le field , nor even to ±he birds of the air, but alone to 
- Spiritual beings like himself. Revelation is fon us 
it is transmitted from spirit to spirit according to the 
rs of spiritual transmission. Our ideas of how the spiritual 
lather works to give his will to his children are often crude 
unworthy. Thus some would conceive of the giving of the 
of Moses as though Moses went up into a high mountain 
there he found God standing very much as a man might 
ind, and taking up a slab of stone God traced deeply with 
fingers the ten commandments which he gave to Moses to 
rry down to the people. Such an idea is cumbered with 
iropomorphism and materialism. Spirit does not act in that 
ft When God wanted the ten commandments given to the childrer 
Israel he raised up Moses and instilled in his heart these 
[j and out of the heart- of this inspired man of God came 
)de which has influenced the world for good ever since, 
iwhile we talk of channels and mediams of revelation let 
[remember that divine revelation itself when reduced to
last analysis is simply the spiritual communion of persons.
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E.- The Criterion Of Revelation,
At this point we find ourselves confronted with a verf 
erious pnohlem: how are we to decide in which events God is 
ipecially revealed, and in which we have only the ordinary 
ippenings of history, or perhaps a perverted individual cons- 
Lousness? Paul states that certain parts of his writing is 
the lord, and certain parts he alone is responsible for, 
ms in First Corinthians,?!10-12, he says, ”But unto the
irried i give charge., yea not I, but the Lord, that-- , But
le rest say I, and not the Lord, If any brother——It is 
deep concern to us to be able to make like distinctions 
Ince revelation to carry value with it must be consciously 
^cognized as such.
In this connection it is well to remember that what we aee 
iter is practical certainty and not absolute proof. There is 
absolute proof even for the existence of God, but there is 
mgh witness of him in the world to make millions of people 
ictically certain that God does exist. For revelation what 
want to know is whether in any specific case we can find 
;on to be practically certain that God is making himself 
iwn. There are several tests that have been proposed for 
fcablishing this certainty to the extent of producing faith, 
enumerate these proposed tests are; (1) The test of time 
sstom and tradition), (2) the pragmatic idea of workableness, 
the criterion of coherence and self-consistency.
Religion has always made much of custom and tradition,
[Is enough many times to say that this view or that creed
as teen accepted through ten centuries hy Christian tey-evers 
0 get it accepted by modern believers, it is relatively 
asier to get people to accept the fact of God*s revelation 
n the history of the Hebrew race in ancient times, than it 
s to convince them that God was actually present and active 
n the recent disarmament conference at Washington, Present 
^ents seem so commonplace and ordinary while events of the 
ist are often surrounded by mystery and the enchantment which 
stance lends. To the question, however, of how much value 
! can assign to custom and tradition as a criterion of the 
•uth of revelation we may justly point out several things:
.) Much that has come do\m to us from times past has been 
oved false. Custom has been outgrown, and tradition changed 
th the changing years. Thus the fact that early New England 
eachers held their congregations over the firey pit in every 
irmon that was preached is interesting as. a fact but has 
ttle bearing upon the present day controversy as to whether 
I not there is a hell. (2) Many traditional customs, while 
ft being actually false, have proved inadequate. There is no 
ason for thinking that all truth has been delivered once and 
^ all in times past. Certaiilly it is apparent that each new 
deration adds to the general store of knowledge and to the 
kght which man has into the universe; and there is no 
kson to think that the same process has not been going on 
I the spiritual realm. (3) As to the positive value of 
Edition and custom we may say that those beliefs which have 
le down to us through the ages having a great following of
evers have at least survival value. There must be some
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ith and worth in them to have commended themselves to so 
ly people over such a length of time. We should not feel 
&o free to discard or cast them aside, for a view which has 
lended itself to a hundred million people over a period of 
^hundred years, or "better a hundred generations, cannot "be 
purely false and valueless. Tradition and custom has a 
[ght to be heard; a view which can marshal the past in its 
^Tor should rightly be given an advantage over one which 
new and untried; nevertheless we are not to be bound by 
past, even though we respect it. As an ultimate test of 
truth of any purported revelation it is not enough to 
of it that it is in harmony with traditional ideas.
Itie pragmatic idea of a criterion of truth is that that
Lch works is true. Applied to revelation it means that,if
want to test the truth of any case in which you think
It you may have a revelation of God’s will, go and try It
if it works out then you really have a case of true revel-
jon. On the surface this sounds very plausahle: All that
had to do after undergoing the experience on the road to
isous was to actually try out that which came to him and
whether it worked or not. He found that it did; therefore
ictually experienced a revelation from God upon that
laion. Before accepting pragmatism wholeheartedly, however,
•e are several things th?it we should observe: (1) in the
!t place we cannot gainsay the fact that true revelation
work, that is, that God always reveals truth and truth
work. By work we mean that it will do inveriably what it 
)rts to do or can be rationally expected to do. Thus we
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say that it is true that the moon is round because we have 
mer observed it to have any other shape. We can build a 
system of astronomy and fit into it a round moon. ^Se can look 
into the heavens and see a moon which has a shape which is 
ty definition round, and never do we see one which is in the 
shape of a squaro. Therefore we say that the idea of a round 
Boon works. ^Vhen we apply the same type of test to revelation 
we find that it is sticcessful in weeding out much that is 
Ifalse, Many a fanatic in his unbalanced brain has thought that 
[he was the recipient of a new and unique revelationj it may 
te that he has felt himself especially appointed to the task 
[flf divine healing. The world at large, however, does not 
I accept his experience - no matter how real it was to him - as 
lleing valid and really a revelation from God because he is 
ittDable actually to accomplish what he claims to he able to do ,
I (2) As an ultimate criterion of truth in the spiritual realm 
[fragmatism breaks down. It is helpful to a degree as we have 
iDoted, but it has grave limitations. The pragmatic idea has 
||roirn out of the chemical and physical laboratory where 
Itxperimental procedure is practiced, and here it is supreme.
Ilill hydrogen, oxygen, and sulphur when mixed together in equal 
liasses at two hundred degrees centegrade give a product which 
lU a gas, a liquid, or a solid? and will this product be 
poisonous or beneficial to man if taken internally? To answer 
liuch a question all one needs to do is to go into the laboratory 
Itnd combine the three elements mentioned under the conditions 
IglTen, observe the results, and formulate an. answer. And if
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Myone questions the truth of what you say you can reply,
I know heoause l have tried it and it works out that way." 
here human beings are concerned, however, we have no such 
reedora, especially where they are spiritually concerned. The 
rocess of trying all possible combinations to see what is 
ttually true is very wasteful; this perhaps does not matter 
B long as the materials of the experiment are physical; but 
hen the material becomes souls of men the value is too great 
9 apply any test which may destroy even a single soul. For 
|taDiple, when a person comes with the question as to whether 
here is a hell or not, whether there is really punishment 
fter death for unrighteous acts, what man is there who would 
feply, "Try it and see. Do this, and this, and this and if 
Ure is punishment after death you will find it out." Man 
^ neither afford nor is he able to try everything experiment- 
lly in which his spirit is involved. The very reason why we 
fe searching for a criterion by which we may test revelation 
i so that we may know beforehand what to do and what to avoid, 
drogen, oxygen, and sulphur when once mixed can be separated 
^in, but the life which has been lived in ways out of harmony 
th the will of God can never be recalled and lived over 
ain in harmony with his will. (3) Lastly, in this connection 
may question what we mean by the term "workable" in the 
Iritual realm, ffhat men are striving for is value, and the 
it valuable life is the one which brings the most satisfaction 
t satisfaction in the hedonistic sense, but the type of 
re which satisfies the deepest needs of human nature to the
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■reatest extent over the longest period of time, and which 
lives to experience its richest content. If Paul had "been 
I pragmatist and had put the question to himself upon arriving 
It Damascus, ”ffill this, new life which seems to have "been 
Revealed to me work?” upon what basis would he have given 
his answer? The fact is that the old life was "working", and 
working very well viewed from the standpoint of the orthodox 
|jews. Would the Christian life work? From-the standpoint of 
his former friends Paul*s life became worse than a failure 
jafter his. Damascus experience. To his Christian friends Paul’s 
life did "work" after his remarkabl-e experience, and they bel­
ieved that he had actually received a revelation from God,
^either side, however, came to their opinion of -the reality 
Paul’s exp.erience on the basis of workableness in life, 
feut on the grounds of how it measured up to the complete 
^iew which they had builded up from their personal experience 
from rational thought on the subject of divine revelation, 
Workableness must always be evaluated in turn by some other 
Criterion, therefore pragmatism in so Jar as it represents 
Itself as an ultimate criterion of truth must be discarded,
I That other Criterion by which we evaluate not only pragmatism 
lut also all other experiences, revelation Included, is known 
U the test of coherence or rational thought. This theory 
|ests down upon the nature of the mind itself; it recognizes 
ihat man has a mind whichhworks in a certain way and which 
mhea certain demands which must be satisfied. Thus fundament- 
lily man is rational and consistent;■he cannot hold to two
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otions at the same time as hoth being true and yet be conscious 
the fact that one denies or conflicts with the other; he 
.nnot hold that the sky is always blue and yet may sometimes 
e red, for the very fact that he believes it always to be 
lue rules out the possibility of it ever being any other 
olor so far as he is concerned in his thinking. A man cannot 
sold to the idea that God is always righteous and just, and 
*et believe that he may upon occasion administer injustice ^ 
md evil. Man builds out of his experience a system of views 
feich seem to include the whole of experience and to be self- 
bherent and consistent; that is he builds a rational world,
\ coherent thought worltd in which he lives. Having done this 
by new idea or phenomenon which bids for admittance into this 
lorld will be measured and evaluated by the coherent whole; 
bd it may be that it will be admitted as being rationally 
tenable with the rest of experience, it may be that it will 
|e rejected as being irrational, or it may be that it iill so 
bpeal to the mind,and seem so satisfying to the consciousness, 
bd carry such conviction with it that it will be admitted 
iren though its admittance means a shifting of the coherent 
lysteiii already built up in the mind, Wh^-tever actually takes 
llace the result must be consistency and coherence, not formal 
logical coherence necessarily, but the consistency which carries 
llth it mental compatibility and practical certainty. So with 
ievelation we measure the new by the coherent whole. We turn 
|o nature, and to history, and to personal experience and 
m‘om these we build up a theory and a system of revelation
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in which we believe. From this we can turn to Christ and find 
a still more complete and rounded out revelation of God, hut 
on in harmony with that which has been made known to us through 
other channels. It is because of this essential harmony that 
(We can so readily acaept and accredit the truth of the message 
^ef Jesus. If Christ’s message had been completely at varience
I
jpith what we know of God from other sources it is doubtful 
^f few would follow after him. Coming into the present with 
&uch an organized background of experienced revelation we are 
i^hle to believe that God is sitting around the council tables 
ff the nations today because we believe that he has done so 
In times past; we can believe in each new revelation because 
t harmonizes with all that we know about revelation ; and 
e are able to cast aside false claims that are constantly 
eing advanced for various beliefs and notions since they will 
t fit coherently into, the universe which we have bullded out 
f experience.
F^- The Progressiveness Of Revelation.
We have already considered revelatloij enough in detail to 
je that it is not and cannot be either s.tatic or on a level 
:ain; that is, that revelation is not truth divinely given 
ice and for all in -times passed through channels which were 
equal worth. We did not mean to imply that, since we accept 
»e revelation of Christ because it fits into the sum total 
our experienced knowledge relative to- revelation, his wo,rk 
of no higher order than the witness of nature, or the word
the prophets. The Israelites early recognized certain 
lurces of divine information as of a more trustworthy and 
:alted character; and Christians have wisely followed the 
me example, for in our Bihle we accredit the sayings of the 
‘Ophets as of more value than the work of the narrators, 
le work of the Gospel writers and the Apostles as presenting 
higher revelation for the most part than that of the prophets 
’ Israel, and above all do we accredit the words of the 
ister.
But this is hot alone true because the deliveries of the 
irious medlams of revelation are recognized to be upon different 
[ains of worth, but it is true also because there has been 
(gradual, yet nevertheless apparent, progress in revelation 
irough the ages; each new age haying built upon the past, 
kre is nothing more apparent on the pages of religious 
Jstory than this record of progress and growth which has 
e on from age to age. as God has made himself and his will 
wn in more perfect and still more perfect form. Through
pages of the Old Testament we can trace very readily the 
e and development of the Israelitish conception of God: 
passes from the idea of God as at tribal deity, to God as 
and God, to God as a national God, to God as, in a sense at 
St, a universal Sovereign and Ruler, As we pass over into
New Testament we find the understanding of men - which
%
been the. limiting factor making progress in revelation 
essary - growing still further, chiefly due to the revelation 
Christ, and God becomes a thousand fold greater and more
Ited, for he becomes truly the one and only God, Creator,
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ustainer, and Father of his earthly children. And why did 
ot God reveal himself once and for all to the first man? 
omeone may still ask. To answer this question we need only 
all attention ’to certain conditioning factors which enter 
ito any form-, of revelatioii and determine both its character 
id its content. These factors have made progress absolutely 
icessary in this field of human experience even as it has 
sen necessary in other fields. Let us enumerate: (l) First 
all revelation must accommodate Itself to the powers and 
aderstanding of the individual or individuals to which it 
given. Each age is limited in its understanding by its 
)erience, and is unable to grasp and comprehend many things 
ren though they might be presented by a god because such 
Lngs still lie outside ^the realm of experience. God cannot 
^veal to man more than man is able to grasp and understand;
truth may exist in the universe but it becomes revelation 
Ly when it enters the consciousness of man and makes itself 
-t as such. The heavens declared the glory of God ages 
Tore the psalmist lifted his eyes to the blue vault of sky 
read there the revelation of God. (2) In the second place 
'must remember that, while God may take the initiative, he 
lot force his will upon man, it may well be that God would 
made himself much better known to man in times past if 
would only have placed himself in a position to receive 
iller revelation. The avenues through which understanding 
information comes into the minds of men is completely under 
control of the individual and if he sees fit to close them 
shut out from consciousness all that bids for entrance
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ven God himself cannot enter in and force his truth into a 
Josition 6t prominence, (3) Further, the general progress in 
lature makes spiritual progress necessary. Man is more able 
to receive divine revelation today than he was in ages past5 
»e has developed himself to a point where he can see, and grasp, 
and understand things which were past comprehension in times 
past. And as the human race continues to develop, and as 
experience broadens and deepens through the ages yet unborn 
ire have reason to think that God will be able to reveal 
limself more perfectly than he has been able to do here-to-fore; 
aot because he has increased in power and wisdom, but because 
ankind has progressed in understanding and has waxed larger 
f soul.
G.- The Authority Of Revelation,
In this connection we may say Just a brief word as to the 
^thority of revelation. To him who accepts a certain belief 
p experience as a true revelation from God that belief has 
Lnding power over him and should enter in to control his
I
Lfe. If X believe that God through Christ made known the 
essedness of the merciful, it becomes binding upon me to 
low mercy whenever the occasion shall arise. We must bear in 
Lnd, however, that an idea cannot be forced upon an individual 
truly binding if the individual fails to see in it the marks 
true revelation after he has tested it by all the standards 
lich he knows. The obligation to test all purported revelations 
ist be stressed though, for a man has no right to dismiss
idea merely with a wave of the hand,^ thinking that as long
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s he refuses to recognize it it can have no claims pn him, 
t is his duty to put it to the test as best he knows how 
0 determine its value and truth before he either receives 
r Rejects it. This should be the rule of every earnest seeker 
ter truth to faii»ly try all that comes under his observation, 
nding himself by that which he finds to be true, liberating 
imself frnm that which seems false.
H,- Why Christians Believe That They Have In 
The Bible A Revelation From God.
Why do Christians believe that they have in the Bible 
written record of Divine Revelation? By such a question we 
) not mean to imply that Christians generally believe the 
Lble record and divine revelation to be synonymous; revelation 
ir antidates the formation of the Bible and is a process the 
scord of which is given in part in the Bible. What Christians 
fally believe concerning the Holy Scriptures is that in them 
ley have a record of some of the most significant truths red­
ded by God to man over a certain great stretch of human 
Terience. The question is intended to call forth the grounds 
ton which this belief rests, (l) m the first place Christians 
ilieve that in the Bible they have such a record since it 
I natural to expect that the generations gone by would attempt 
j transmit in a permanent fonn as a social heritage the 
^atest discoveries and experiences which were theirs. The 
Die seems to be the Book best able to satisfy this expectation 
all the literature of the past. (2) In the second place 
ristians believe what they do concerning the Bible because
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fhen they turn to the hook itself and study its contents they 
'ind that they have a record which is unique in hoth thou^t 
md appeal, and which can he explained hest upon such grounds.
other hook has ever laid hare such vast reaches of thought 
iiat this one has done; no other writing has struck such a 
niversal note of appeal and response or has found the general 
fcceptance that the Bihle has. Great masses of humanity are 
ady to 'eshlaim with the heathen woman who for the first time 
e into possession of a Bihle, ”1 always, knew there ought 
he such a hook." The Bihle stands upon its own merits and 
ends Itself to men for what it ie i6 itself. For an 
itional consideration of this question let it's turn to 
e next chapter which deals more with the manward side 
divine revelation. *
if ^
if if it it it 
it it it it 





We have seen that "Revelation” in a general way means "a 
laking known" or " a pouring in"; so now we discover that 
Inspiration", being the other end of the process, means "being 
llled full of." In a more technical and exact sense we may 
ly that the term refers to that human quality or qualities 
lich is necessary to the understanding, comprehension, and 
'ansmission of divine revelation. The act or state of inspir­
ation itself consists of two phases both of which are equally
/
jcessai^: (l) a state of preparation in which the individual 
not only willing and ready to receive whatever message God 
desire to convey to him, but also one in which the Individual 
possessed of the intellectual equipment necessary for 
nprehension and understanding, ahd the spiritual condition 
.ch brings his own soul into harmony and onenessofof purpose 
Lth that of the Divine; (2) and second, the actual receiving 
id comprehension of the divine message. The two parts are 
iseparable and as we proceed we will see that 'adequate prepa- 
^tion is always a prerequisite to revelation, and further 
It God may be expected to reveal himself to those who are 
spared.
The generic idea of inspiration is an ancient one. In the 
|story of Israel it was found as far back at least as the 
lth century prophets - how much further we do not know, 
ise men of God conceived of themselves as being so filled 
th the spirit of God' as to be his mouthpieces in the dellver- 
ie of their messages. The utterances of Amos are literally
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-lied with the phrase "Thus sayeth the Lord". The Book of
isea hegins "The word of Jehovah that came unto Hosea---,
len Jehovah spake at first hy Hosea----Isaiah also claims
he speaking inst'ead of God; "Hear, 0 Heavens, and give ear. 
Earth; for Jehovah hath spoken;” and in Deutro-lsaiah 
find a still more marked claim i*or ihspiration; "The 
)ipit of the Lord Jehovah is upon me; because Jehovah hath 
mointed me to preach good tidings unto the meek; he hath 
5nt me to bind up the broken hearted, to proclaim liberty 
the captives, and the opening of the prisons to them that 
•e hound." (Isa.61: l)
The idea of inspiration did not originate with, nor was 
confined in later times to the Chi-ldf*en of Israel, however, 
the early records of Babylon, Egypt, Assyria, China, and’ 
idia we find frequent references to a state of consciousness 
lentical to that claimed by the prophets of the Hebrews. The 
Lse men, the magicians, the soothsayers of all the ancient 
itions claimed inspiration for their work from the gods, 
later times the Greeks 'also claimed' inspiration for their 
teles which they consulted on every pretex; and the Romans, 
fllowing suit, paid respect to their "inspired foretellers" 
lo, it was thought, were able to forecast events and make 
pown the future as the gods had planned it. Thus we see that 
;n Christians claim that their Scriptures are Inspired they 
not advancing a claim which is in any sense unique, for 
jry religion has its sacred writings for which the same 
lim is made. But having pointed out this fact let no one
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ip to the conclusion that nothing which we possess is 
spired of God since so much for which claims of inspiration 
ve been made has been lost or proved worthless. The fa]iacy 
such a hasty conclusion is the same as that of the case 
which one looks at a straw stack in whose midst a valuable 
tond has been lost,"! look and all I can see is worthless 
raw: I pick up a few handfulls of straw and find nothing 
value in it! Therefore this whole mass of material is of 
value.” Yet all the while the lost diamond lies hidden 
thin the straw. We have no reason for Asserting that much 
i-christian literature is not in a real sense inspired of 
Ij Christianity in its present form does not possess all 
ith and all power that there is in the world to the exclusion 
all other religious faiths. The truth that children should 
ipect their parents was as true when it fell from the lips 
Confucius as when it was uttered by Christ. The proper 
'erenoe to be. drawn from the observed conflict relative to 
! products of inspired men is not that nothing is inspired, 
i that our standards by which we test and evaluate the 
iducts of inspiration are faulty and need revision and 
ilification. If we find the Bible to be a diamond casting a 
'e and wonderous light' let us not fail to possess ourselves 
such a priceless gem just because there is so much chaff 
f worthless material around it,
B.- Grounds Upon IVhich Inspiration Is Claimed 
» For The Bible,
^Irrespective which have been advanced tending to establish 
I position of other writings as of inspired origin we may
T ^ " T ■* ILP"
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lamine the grounds upon which the Bible has been held to be 
ispired, (1) The first argument advanced is to the effect 
lat the "presence of the Divine Spirit is requisite to 
lable a man to recognize God’s revelation." Such an argument 
carry weight in the present instance must presuppose 
ither one or both of the following; (a) that the Scriptures 
a revelation from God and being such must have involved
icertain degree of inspiration in the human agents who produ-
\
them; (b) and, that a man must recognize a revelation from 
when it is given, a conclusion which may easily be challe- 
Jd. For Christians who believe in the Bible as a revelation 
m God this argument would carry weight to the extent of 
ibling them to believe that the men who were the actual 
sducers of the Bible were filled with the Spirit of God 
directed by him in an intimate way; but for the agnostic 
the unbeliever in the divine origin of the Bible the 
[•ce is all lost. (2) The second argument advanced is that 
writers of the New Testament claim inspiration for the 
Lters of the Old, Throughout the entire New Testament we 
the Old Testament used in such a manner as to show that 
ced upon it as an authoritative source of God’s revelation 
the work of inspired men; not that they felt that it was 
Srpassed even by the revelation of Christ, but that it still 
5d witness to God’s will as manifested in ages past. Paul 
iriting to Timothy said, "Every scripture is inspired of 
and is profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction 
instruction which is in righteousness."(2Tim.3:16) 
writer of 2nd Peter also adds his voice as witness, "For
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prophecy ever came by the will of man; but men spake by 
e will of God, being moved by the Holy Spirit.” (2 Peter 2:21) 
,e reader can readily multiply illustrations. Arguments 
ich as this lose much of their force unless backed by a belief 
i the truth and accuracy of the New Testament; they help the 
iristian to adjust and orient himself in relation to the 
,d Testament - a series of books which Christianity inherited 
•om Judaism - but they do not compel belief in the inspiration 
' the entire Bible from non-believers, (3) A third reason 
^Ten, and by far the strongest, is that the product itself 
I of such a nature that it can be accounted for adequately 
ily on the basis that it was transmitted through inspired 
lannels. We have already seen that man has come to a'belief 
I the Bible as a revelation from God chiefly for this very 
be reason - that the matter itself warrants such a belief - 
i also we reason that not only the source but the channel 
f transmission must be adequate to guarantee such a product,
I we turn the faucet at the fountain and the clear, pure 
ater comes bubbling forth we conclude two things: that the 
puree of supply is good and pure, and that the channel through 
bich the water is transmitted to us is clean and efficient.
& with the Scriptures, their very purity, beauty, loftiness, 
be grandeur of the thought, the hei^t of moral tone at once 
aarantees. the purity and loftiness of their source, and the 
yolesomeness and efficiency of the channel through which 
ey were transmitted to men. We do not draw pure water from 
e muddy swamp; nor do we transmit clean water through dirty
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pes; neither does lofty spiritual and moral revelations 
le from the abode of demons, nor are such re.velations 
insmitted through the corrupt and erring brains of evil 
i. It is because of the harmony which exists between the 
ja of inspiration and the contents of the Bible itself that 
have come to assert the inspiration of those human agents 
b produced the work.
It is to the point in this connection to call attention 
the fact- that the biblical canon was actually formed upon
.8 basis. Two questions were always -asked about every work
(
ch was presented to the councils who were at work from 
le to time to form the canon; (1) Who was the author? (2) 
it are the contents of the work, and of what value are they? 
Lie the authorship bore considerable weight as short invest- 
ition of the records of. the councils is all that is necessary 
establish the fact that the real debates hinged upon the 
Lue of the books rather than upon the question of authorship, 
thorship was usually a secondary matter in that it was 
led that such and such a work was t)r was not the work of 
rid or Solomon depending upon whether they did or did not 
isider it worthy the pen of these men. The canon was not 
led in a day or a year; it was formed through the centuries 
it was formed only of those writings which proved their 
bh to mankind because of the value of the contents Itself, 
unworthy perished in the dust of the past; the valuable 
jd on through the ages for it found a response in the hearts 
len and women, the councils only affirming what men had 
feady discovered through experience for themselves.
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C. The Nature Of Inspiration.
We have as yet only briefly and tentatively defined 
spiration and have had nothing to say relative to its nature, 
is possible to talk of inspiration in a glib and general 
3hion at great length without being seriously challenged 
to the truth of the statements made, but when we come to 
ourselves down to an actual consideration of the nature 
inspiration in the concrete we discover at once that there 
great difference of opinion. When we say, "The Bible is 
spired", the fehtire group of auditors may accept the statem- 
as true and let it pass, but in all probability no very 
?ge part of the group accepts it in the same way or means 
ictly the same thing, for each reads into the term "in'spir- 
Lon" a meaning all his own. Therefore what we are asking 
is, what do we mean when we say, "The Bible is inspired"? 
iit is the real nature of inspiration?
The real problem in this connection is to state the true 
bacter of the human factor in relation to the Divine in the 
[cess of God*s revelation to man. Inspiration is clearly 
‘thing which takes place within man; it is a certain 
Iritual state of existence which some people either achieve 
are called into by the Divine Being. The theories which 
p been advanced and which are current today relative to 
|s matter of the nature of inspiration ^re of all degrees 
shade from one into another: They range from those which 
that the human element is entirely lacking, that the 
Lne comes in and completely possesses and controls the human
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;ent, up to those theories which hold that there is no 
vine Agent present at all in inspiration; all is human; the 
Iters of,the Scriptures were simply common ordinary men 
lO saw things a little differently, and perhaps a little "better 
lan their fellow men* The advocates of the first type of 
leory matniiain that the writers of the Scriptures were filled 
;th the Holy Spirit to the extent of mechanically writing 
le exact words that the Spirit dictated to them. Supporters 
f the other extreme theory mentioned hold that the producers 
I the Bible were inspired only in the sense that a poet, an 
jtist, or a genius in any other field of endeavor is inspired, 
iese two views represent the extremes, between them there 
fe many intermediate ones which are more or less complete, 
k having a greater or less following. It is our purpose 
t examine four of these theories in detail as typical of 
K conflicting views which men hold on the matter; and to 
I this adequately it will be necessary to examine also the 
lesuppositions upon which each rests together with the values 
lught, for we must never lose sight of the fact that theories 
ive come into being for the sole purpose of conserving 
plain values in life.
[ D.- Theories Of Inspiration.
I 1,- The Mechanical Or Verbal Theory,
f The mechanical or verbal theory holds that the divine 
Ictor is at a maximum and the human factor at a minimum, 
pefly stated the theory asserts that the Spirit of God so 
|lled the individuals chosen to convey his message to the world
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hat they became the mere passive agents of transmission. They 
hemselves contributed nothing except the physical mechanism 
f their bodies5 the Spirit dictated and their arms moved to 
rite or their lips parted in speech. They were in no sense 
esponsible for their message any more than the wooden images 
n a punch and Judy show are responsible for the words which 
'ey apparently utter. The message of the prophets of Israel 
ad no connection with the individual past experience of the 
in, nor with their present human ability and understanding; 
le message was as new and unique to them as to the world in 
ineral. As illustrating this idea there hangs in a German art 
dlery a picture of one of the Gospel writers, showing him 
I the act of writing his pospel. The artist portrays him as 
itching with .wonder and awe the words which are flowing from 
a pen as though' the writer himself is as much surprised at 
le product of his hand as the world at large is soon to be. 
id chose human agents, affirms this theory, and so filled 
lem with his Spirit that they became his mouthpieces, uttering 
ird for word the message which he delivered unto them , in 
lis fashion the revelation which he desired to make known to 
te world was introduced without opportunity for human error 
Id misunderstanding to ci^eep in.
We do not have to look far to discover the values which 
be adherents of this verbal theory are striving for. The 
[eory grows out of a desire which has burned within the hearts 
I many people in all ages to have an infallible, authoritative 
pde for life. As we look at life everything seems so
icertain and shifting; what one man asserts to be true another
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aims to be false; what one man says is right another says 
wrong; one persons says to do this and another person says 
it not; the pronouncements and beliefs dear to one age are 
t aside as erronious in the next. And as if this were not 
)ugh the philosopher enters and says that after all every 
Lng is flux and change, what is true for today is not necess- 
Lly true for tomarfow, for truth itself is only relative, 
jre are no grounds, according to the same philosopher, for 
serting that even our most cherished mental possessions 
our most highly valued desires have any abiding eternal 
lue. No wonder then that common man, floating on such a 
md as this, b6ing driven hither and thither on a sea of 
istant change and flux, being tossed about by storms of doubt 
fear, longs for a haven of rest and looks eagerly from 
window of his small ark for some iiount Ararat where he 
bring his tossing bark to rest.
We have an expression of this desire in tangible form 
ithe erreotion of the Bible into a position in which it 
)mes a guide to life, transmitted directly from God to man 
[such a way as to guard against the possibility of human 
)rs and mistakes entering in. In this manner is the longing 
rered, and after this fashion the Bible has become the 
It Ararat of thousands of storm-tossed and yearning souls 
)ugh many generations. Because of this fact we must not 
lly cast aside the theory or regard it lightly - even if 
lesire to do so - by merely labeling it ” impossible” , 
dish”, "unscientific.” He would Indeed be a short-sighted
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igineer who would knock the wooden piers out from under a 
e before he had errected concrete ones in their stead 
mply because he conceived concrete ones to be better for 
e purpose; so would we be even more short sighted if we 
eavored to discredit and destroy the beliefs upon which 
n have laid hold with faith before we gave to them other 
tides of belief upon which their faith could be centered.
The verbal theory of inspiration stands as the traditional 
ew of the Scriptures and dates as far back as thfe eighth 
tury before Christ, and how much fui:ther we do not know, 
long ago as the time of Amos the Children of Israel 
lieved that the writings of their oricles, the utterances 
their prophets were infallibly inspired and unquestionably 
e; that the Spirit of God entered in to these people in 
ch a way as to completely control their thoughts and actions, 
idea of mechanical inspiration was fully accepted by the 
s in the first and second centuries before Christ relative 
all the Old Testament writings which' had been canonized up 
that time; in fact, the whole rabbinic method of teaching 
;d interpretation depended upon a belief that every word, 
rase, and clause in the sacred writings was infallibly 
spired of God. The early Christian church Inherited much 
e same view for the entire Bible as the Jews held for the 
d Testament. The mechanical idea was held by a majority of 
e early Church Fathers in only slightly modified form . In 
earlier chapter.we have traced the rise and development 
the traditional view of the Bible, so, since the mechanical
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leory of inspiration is a part of it, it is unnecessary here 
retrade the development of this idea. It is worthy of 
larticular note, however, that when the Protestant Reformation 
icned a great mass of Christians hack to the Bible as the 
rinal source of authority in religion it gave a renewed impetus 
the verbal theory of inspiration, in fact,this theory was 
|rected into a dogma and is held as such even in the present 
ly by many people. The present strength of the so-called 
"undamentalist” movement bears witness to the fact that the 
'aditional view is still strongly current. But the mechanical 
leory has suffered some changes during the progress of the 
sars. The changes have been the result in a large measure 
a greater knowledge of the work and method of lower 
'iticism. Today men do not question why God caused commas and 
sriods to be placed in the positions that we find them in the 
Ible today, for people know too much now relative to the method 
led in forming the canon and in translating and compiling 
le present additions to fall prey to such errors. The belief 
)w usually takes the form that the "original scriptures" 
pre completely accurate, and that the Scriptures as we know 
lem are accurate except in a few small details.
The presuppositions upon which the theory is based are 
lerous and interesting! (l) First there is the presupposition 
tat revelation is possible and has taken place. This is 
tally taken for^granted by believers in verbal inspiration; 
to deny the possibility of divine revelation is to most 
them unthinkable and would be rank heresy. (2) The second
i
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nioiie upon which this theory rests Is that revelation is 
iBseiitially supernatural. The world order is conceived of in 
lieistic terms, so, as we have already seen, revelation must 
Be other than natural, (3) Revelation is chiefly the work of 
fete Divine Being, man being merely the passive agent. It is 
nthinkable that man should have power to add to God’s message 
the world, or that God would allow himself to be so limited 
hat he could transmit only those things into the world which 
le could find men to transmit for him who were able to 
Inderstand and comprehend. If a fallible human agent inter­
venes between the pure source and mankind what guarantee does 
lan have of the purity and truth of the message which he 
ilthnately receivesJ Is it of God, or is it of man?
(4) God’s will rather than man’s desire or willingness 
Hetermines the time and character of revelation. If God 
lesires to make known a new truth to the world his method of 
procedure is to pick out the agent, fill him with the Holy 
Spirit, and after he has become divinely hypnotised, so to 
speak, push the message into the world through his passive 
pgure, AVhether the agent cares to become the bearer of the 
Message or not is of no consequence, the important thing is 
pether or not God choses him, (6)
I Where does this theory with its presuppositions lead us? 
pat does it gain for us? In the first place it is supposed 
m give us a book in which every word is as truly the word 
m God as though he spoke it directly from the heavens without 
feman intervention. It is supposed to give us an infallible.
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ichanging guide to life. It is supposed to give us authorita- 
iTe pronouncements on religion and morality. We say, ”it is 
ipposed to”, and no douljt it will if we find the theory 
suable, hut there are numerous objections which must he met 
^ore the idea of verbal inspiration is acceptable.
(l) To begin with the theory is out of accord with all 
fat we know about free-will. The idea that revelation 
^ends upon God^s choice of a human channel irrespective of 
^an desires and wishes will not harmonize with recognized 
^ts. The men of the Bible who have been held to be inspired 
b men who first sought after God and who were best able and 
tiling to receive revelation when it came, (2) In the second 
bee we find an unwarranted opposition set up between natural 
k supernatural as channels of revelation. We have already 
Iscussed these channels at some length and have seen that 
hie some gave a clearer and more perfect revelation that 
kre was no opposition set up between them in the deliverances 
pch they gave. (3) Further, in the words of Marcas Dods,
It involves an undisguised distrust of the human mind and 
depreciation of the religious instinct of the human heart.” 
j boldly assert that human intelligence is of such low order 
kt it cannot transmit truth, or to declare that it is 
■pletely unworthy and incapable of understanding and 
Msmitting God*s will to men, is carry depreciation of 
rtelligence to ,an altogether unwarranted degree. If human 
kerstanding is of such low order as this it is certainly 
cinuch to meager ability to understand and benefit after the
rath has been transmitted. Men do not evaluate truth on
I basis of its origin,or the channel through which it is 
leived, but on the basis of the appeal that the bare truth 
ipped of all its adomements is able to make to reason and 
telleot. We do not believe that 2 plus 2 equals 4 because 
I in some mysterious way revealed the fact to man from heaven, 
twe believe it because intellect tell us it is true by 
‘inition. And in like manner, in the last analysis, man 
lievesthe Scriptures to be. inspired revelation from God 
mse he finds a harmony between its teachings and his 
1 inner nature. If man universally feels murder to be wrong
I opposed to the best interests of life and an individual, 
liming to be a prophet of God, declares it to be God*s
II that the oldest son of every family ’shall be killed, even 
bgh he further asserts that he has the message directly
tt God and that he is the mere passive agent of it, no 
E would believe him or accept his message as true. ^Vhy? 
wuse they would evaluate the message in the light of 
ETious experience., and in the further light of the appeal 
it the message makes to the inner nature of man. Men would 
won thus,”God would not inktill in the very nature of man 
ibhorence of-murder and a love of family, and then mock 
fan nature by asking that the first born son shall be murdered 
(the tie of love broken and defiled,” Men would view the 
kge the same way whether it was shouted from high heaven,
&ther it was delivered through passive human agents, whether 
las transmitted through the far-visioned, keen-sighted 
I of the age; the message, whatever its earthly source.
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lid be evaluated and either accepted or rejected on the 
ils of its own appeal to the human heart, (4) Still further 
theory can offer no justification for God having waited 
' thousands of years hefore he gave to the world the complete 
elation of himself which came in the person of Jesus. If he 
lid command a human agent and force his revelation onto 
I world why did he not command Adam? If individual understa- 
ing, past experience, ability, etc, had nothing to do in 
matter there is no reasonable way by which God can be 
lUfied in his action of having held off the advent of Christ 
80 many hundred s of years. If Moses and Aaron and all 
I Children of Israel could have received the revelation of 
ist just as readily as did John and Peter and all of the 
lep disciples if God had willed to give it to them then 
tainly God was guilty of with-holding light from those 
it stumble and fall in darkness. (6) But the theory errs 
ierously in another direction. It has no explanation to 
•er for the existence of undeniable errors, mistakes, and 
agreements which are to be found in the Bible. Certainly 
the entire Bible is the work of the Holy Spirit one 
Iftanot expect to find conflicting statements and errors, 
has been asserted by some, who firmly believe the Bible 
he the work of the Holy Spirit and who cannot think of 
5 erring or being mistaken, that there are no errors or 
Agreements in the Scriptures; but only such as are blindly 
teaworing to maintain a theory can make such a statement 
the fact of the facts which exist. Xhe problem of the four
els is one that cannot be explained on the basis of this
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ory, nor will recent investigations and explorations bear 
> completely all of the dates given in the Old Testament 
Incidents narrated. These dates and incidents are minor 
iters, but if the Holy Spirit is responsible for them and 
I erred who knows but perhaps there are ert?ors in more 
tortant places. And if the theory fails to explain all the 
fts it also fails to cover all of them. For instance take 
S opening chapter of the Gospel according to tuke. In his 
Ifling words Luke sets forth his sources of information and 
I qualifications for writing. Now according to the verbal 
Mpy it m^e^^ no difference whether a man knew anything 
what he was writing or notj the source of information 
i God himseir. It would seem that' either the verbal theory 
inspiration is wrong or else Luke was not an inspired 
tter, which latter conclusion one would hesitate to draw 
Sep having read his beautiful Gospel, (7) And finally 
aay logically conclude that,if God provided through a 
•aculous Inspiration that his words might be infallibly 
tten, he would also have provided that his words would 
Infallibly preserved, translated, and interpreted. ^Vhat 
•d does it do to guarantee the purity of the source if we 
going to let the supply become immediately contaminated? 
have a theory which establishes the complete accuracy of 
Iginal Scriptures" which are lost to the world forever? 
must look beyond the theory of mechanical infallibility 
a solution of the relation which exists between the human 
the divine element in revelation.
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2«- The Dynamic Theory.
The Dynamic theory endeavors to place the divine and human 
actors in revelation as nearly on a par as possible. It takes 
ts name from the fact that it conceives of the Divine Spirit 
s ’becoming dynamic in the human agent. God furnishes the 
ower but not the message as the verbal theorists would hold. 
Imitations of divine upon human, and human upon divine are 
ntual: God being limited by the ability, experience, intell- 
^ence, and willingness of his human agents; man being 
Imited by his own lack of capacity and limited selfhood,
|Bd by God's desire to use him as a medlam of expression, 
ihe dynamic theory grows out of a desire to maintain all 
f the values of the mechanical theory without having to 
pume those phases and implications of the other theory 
jhich make it untenable. The new theory proves to be a 
pmpromise - this fact being seen not so much in the way 
ie theory is usually stated, as in the way it is developed 
pd applied. What its advocates usually do is to propose, 
pet us assert that to all intents and purposes the Scriptures 
me us an infallible guide to life; but let us admit enough 
a the human element to account for the few errors and 
Bsagreements which we find in the Bible. Also let us bring 
pr theory into accord with what we know of human freedom
pr asserting - as well we may- that a willingness on the part,
I ^
M the agent is requisite to his use by God as a mediam of 
feyine revelation,"
Historically the conception expressed in this theory has
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Town out of the teachings of the Jewish rahhlnlcal schools 
f the time of Christ and the teachings of the Schoolmen 
f the middle ages. At the present time It represents the 
i’thodox Roman Catholic point of view. It should he remembered 
lat the Roman church does not need to endeavor to keep the 
Mth of Its followers fixed upon an infallible book as a 
Ource of authority in religion for it has an infallible 
lergy upon which to depend. This theory well suits the needs 
jd purposes of such a church as this for it gives a holy 
5ok dynamically inspired which can be interpreted by an 
ifallible priesthood.
When we begin to study the various applications which have
Ben made of this dynamic theory we find that, as is the case
,th most compromises, it is a very unstable ’affair. As it
I applied the tendency seems to be either to shift back
ito the position of the mechanical theory or to move forward
1 the other direction in which case the theory becomes
»
lentical with the position known as the Essentials theory, 
ecause of this lack of stability we will pass to a 
insideration of the next theory since we have in it and in 
le verbal theory all that is worthwhile and significant 
I the dynamic position,
3.- The Essentials Theory,
The Essentials theory of inspiration asserts that in all 
itters essential to religion and morals the Bible is 
sfallibly inspired; in other matters it is not. This being 
le case such things as dates, names, etc, may be in error.
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as also may be the science, geography, and history of the 
able. The advocates of this theory wish a position which 
11 assure the authority of the Bible upon religious and 
oral matters and fet one which will not claim for the 
criptures infallibility in other fields of knowledge and 
deavor. In many respects this position marks a great step 
orward for it recognizes clearly the purpose for which the 
ible was produced, namely, for the spiritual guidance and 
upport of man. Many of those who cleave to the verbal theory 
ave become so interested in maintaining their views just for 
e sake of the position itself that they have allowed 
emselves to be led off into a debate relative to certain 
lentific principles of which they know but little, with 
dentists who often know but little more about the Bible, 
e who holds to the Essentials theory is never guilty of 
ch procedure for by the very na^tpre of the theory a wholesome 
iphasis is placed upon the fact that in the Scriptures there 
much that is merely incidental and contributory to the 
al purpose, and that in these matters absolute accuracy 
of small importance.
The presuppositions upon which this theory rests are 
iefly these: (1) God’s purpose in biblical revelation 
to reveal his nature and will to man, and nothing else.
) Man was employed as an agent in carrying out this purpose 
in such a way as not to violate his free will. The 
an agents were willing, active, contributing factors in 
process. God called and Isaiah replied, "Here am i lord,
id me." (3) Revelation is in part natural since man contributei
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lis own intellect, experience, and knowledge to it; but it 
.B still chiefly supernatural for God must speak in such 
rays and in such terms that his revelation in its essential 
eatures can be inscribed accurately into writing by his 
TQG human agents. Therefore the change becomes largely one 
emphasis only: no more does God trace with his finger 
c tablets of stone the ten commandments which he wants Moses 
10 deliver to the people; but now he traces the commandments. 
Jon the Mind of Moses and Moses traces' them accurately and 
prely in the stone, (4) The theory may or may not involve 
(deistic conception of the universe. If it does then the 
^pernatural side of revelation will be sftressed. if it 
ipns to a conception of divine immanence then the natural 
lement will be made more prominent.
Having spoken as we have of this theory in somewhat 
^endatory terms we are not to hastily conclude that in 
i we have a complete dr final solution to our problem; for 
her all it is very halting and imperfect and subject to 
pve limitations. The theory is good as far as it goes - 
lis fact we have intimated as we proceeded - but it is 
kapable of expansion so as to cover all of the questions 
tissues which arise.
I (1) To begin with it fails to explain how or why the human 
pnts should be inspired so that at one moment they were 
iTing utterance to spiritual truths eternally true and valid 
Id at the next moment to a scientific principle which a 
iter age would have to reject. In other words the psychology 
ach is supposed to underlie the idea is halting and
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^eeedingly faulty. To impeach the testamony of a witness in 
law court you do not have to call in question his immediate 
terances; it is enough to show that he is a notoridus liar 
much given to falsity of statement. So with the Scriptural 
ters, their spiritual and moral messages are impeached In 
minds of many before they are ever delivered because of 
falsity of some of their scientific, historical, and 
graphical statements,
(2) In the second place the theory offers no criterion whici 
tbles one to draw the line between revealed essentials and 
.n non-essentials. By way of illustration let us consider 
question of baptism; is it among the essentials? or is it 
n-essential?.A gpeat group of earnest Christian believers 
that baptism by immersion is essential to salvation, 
her group, perhaps equally sincere, hold that baptism is 
ntial to salvation, but that the form is of small importance 
would be termed a non-essential. A third group maintains 
baptism is not an essential, but is simply a rite which 
become attached to the .church which may or may not be 
nistered a people wish, brhis group are we to believe? 
help does the essentials theory have to offer in our 
emma? Nothing.
(3) Finally,this theory leaves us with a very barren 
leager conception of inspiration, it makes no attempt to 
am the relation which exists between the human and the 
e factors in revelation. It is clearly utllitarian; 
ition formulated and carried just far enough to achieve
in desired ends, without at the same time being thorough
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,d scientifically exact. After achieving its ohjective of 
iving to mankind certain infallible essentials in spiritual 
fttters it stops, leaving all questions of How? AVhat? and Why? 
lanswered. It is this lack of completeness, and the untenabil- 
y of its implications which condemns it in the eyes of 
inking men,
4*- The Personalistic or Vitalistic 
Theory,
The Personalistic theory starts with the initial idea 
;at God is immanent in the universe and is working in a 
iltitude of different ways. The Divine Being is not a 
lirit separated from the world and affairs of men by great 
stances, but he is to be found within the universe itself, 
[finitely close to human affairs and in.terests, supporting, 
[Staining, and ordering the progress of events. In such a 
irld as this the. natural and the super-natural become one; 
le supernatural becomes natural in th,e sense that it is to 
i expected and can be explained as a vital part of the 
^erly progress^Lon of events; .(The problem of providing a 
lans by which an exterior power can be admitted into a 
iosed world system no longer exists, for that power becomes 
part of the system,) and the isatural becomes super-natural 
i the sense that even the ordinary processes of nature are 
\t continued manifestations of God*s habitual ways of doing
ngs.
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Inspiration,according to this theory, is a personal term, 
eaking broadly, it is the influence that one personality 
s over another - it means "the breathing in” by one person 
power from another. We speak of the preacher Inspiring 
s hearers with the spirit of achievement in Christian living; 
1 speak of the general inspiring his army with the spirit of 
or die;” and Divine Inspiration looked at in this same way 
icomes a case where the Divine Person breaths into a human 
rson the spirit or breath of power which brings with it 
dritual strength and insight. In other words, when the 
ifinite and Immanent Spirit of God takes possession of 
I Individual in such a way as to cause him to feel the 
•esence of God about him and to comprehend more' or less 
early God’s will, we say that the man is Inspired,
We must not misinterpret the term*breath«into’ used in 
lis connection. It is not a process such as involved when 
football is inflated with air; rather is it a case where 
le strong man throws back his shoulders, lifts his head, 
lens his nostrils and drinks in deep draughts of fresh, 
Efe-giving and strength producing morning air. As he fills 
is lungs time after time his blood begins to circulate more 
pely, he feels new power come into his limbs, his brain 
fears, and he turns to his daily tasks to achieve results 
Ich otherwise would be impossible. So in like manner the 
ipitual man drinks into his spiritual body the life giving 
Bence of God’s Spirit and feels within him new poweh and 
rength.
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"Thou, Life within my life, than self more near.
Thou Veiled Presence infinitely clear;
From ^11 illusive shows of sense I flee 
To find my center and my rest in thee,"
The Vitalistic theory of inspiration rests upon several 
resuppositions which are worthy of note* (l) The theory 
ests upon the idea of God as an Immanent Spirit in the 
liverse. One person affects another only by intimate 
ontact. We have spoken enough about this phase in a preceeding 
laragraph that it needs no amplification here.
(2) The theory holds that inspiration is primarily a 
Spiritual gift and only in a limited sense, if at all, a mental 
Ine, Inspiration guarantees a willing and a wholesome spirit 
ir attitude, but it does not guarantee intellectual infallibi­
lity. It is one thing for the penitent and trusting child 
If God to cry, "Lord, I would do thy will; feive me thy 
jtrength," and an entirely different thing to turn from 
iuch a prayer and know just what God would have done in all 
If the perplexing situations of life. By way of illustrating 
Ihe point further, take the case of the two eighth century 
Irophets - Isaiah and Micah - contemporaries. No one can 
loubt the fact that these men were inspired of God, for their 
Messages burn with conviction, and yet their predictions do 
lot agree. Micah sees the foe coming in from Samaria and 
■arching up to the walls of Jerusalem and. taking the city, 
iBaiah, on the other hand, sees the destruction and the 
Desolation of the land around Jerusalem, but not the fall 
pf the holy city; Zion will be spared, it cannot come into 
e hands of the enemy. Micah is the man of the country.
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erefore he was sure of' the fall of Jerusalem. Isaiah is 
resident of the holy city, therefore he is sure that it 
mot fall hut will he protected. History has shown that 
ith the country was desolated and Jerusalem conquered and 
stroyed, so hoth Isaiah and Micah were in part right and 
part wrong in their actual predictions.
(3) The third presupposition is closely allied to the 
jvious one, that God, being a Spirit, is making and has
le his revelation known to man in a spiritual manner. The 
>phet Jeremiah long ago grasped God*s way of making known 
truth to man. Of God*s method he says, '”after those days, 
reth Jehovah, I will put my law in their inward parts, 
in their hearts will I write it; and I will he their God, 
they shall he my people.” (Jer, 31:33) This is indeed 
essence of God*s method of revelation, in the inward 
»ts of men does he write it, upon their hearts and in their 
Is. To the mind of Moses first came the law of God and from 
^re it could he transfered to tables of stone. Upon the 
11 of the king*s banquet chamber the hand wrote, hut it 
the heart of Daniel, God’s servant, which saw and understood, 
jthin man we have the key to the method of divine revelation,
God is a Spirit and works after the manner of Spirit.
(4) Inspiration is not a state to which only a few have 
gained, hut a condition to which all spiritually minded
)le can achieve to a greater or less degree. The mechanical 
)ry places the responsibility for revelation upon God alone; 
ras he who chose his agents where and when he saw fit. The 
ionalistic theory places the major responsibility upon man
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Imself. It holds that God is ever willing and ready to make 
is will known if man is ready and willing to receive and 
nderstand it - that is, it is for man to meet the conditions 
lich limit and control the Inflow of truth. When ever any 
idividual has met these conditions he has discovered that 
)d was at hand to manifest to him divine truth,
(5) The degree to which a person may he inspired will 
jpend upon the closeness of the individual soul to that of 
le Infinite, upon his power of spiritual discernment,
id upon his willingness to bring his own spirit into 
irmony or tune with the spirit of the Father,
(6) This means that inspiration stands in a very vital 
jlation to character and goodness. This is entirely in
icord with observed facts; the prophets and sages of .history 
jve been first of all good, earnest, pure-minded men, and 
511 they have been prophets. Their strength of character and 
*ity of mind were necessary prerequisites for their prophetic 
ipiration, ^Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall 
God” .said Jesus upon on occasion, and his words are 
jrnally true.
We are now prepared to look at the' results obtained by 
.s theory of inspiration, (1) in the first place the 
»ory gives us a larger conception of the part that divine 
ppiration has played and is playing in the world. Inspiration 
^longer remains a condition which was experienced by a 
latively few individuals, it becomes a condition which
be achieved by all who will p^y the price for it
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(2) In its clailn that inspiration brings spiritual 
scernment rather than mental acuteness it offers a true 
lution for the essential and non-essential problem of the 
riptures. The writers who produced the Bible were not 
ntally influenced by their state of inspiration; they 
ntinued to hold the same ideas, the same intellectual views, 
e same notions as. they did before they felt themselves called 
God to speak* The changed condition was not the facts and 
leas themselves, but the meaning of those facts for humanity.
A tablet has been unearthed showing that a long while 
sfore Genesis was written the Babylonians believed that the 
irth was created in a manner almost Identical to that described 
\ the opening chapter of the Bible. The accounts are not 
f the same value,however, for the writer of Genesis saw some 
hng that the Babylonian author did not see^ namely, the 
Lgnificance of the facts. The greater spiritual discernment 
ie to his inspiration enabled the Israelitish writer to 
pirra, "in the beginning God created."
The psalmist pondered the heavens and his inspired state 
Mbled him to exclaim with conviction,
"The heavens declare the glory of God;I And the firmament showeth his handiwork.
I Day unto day uttereth speech,
[ And night unto night showeth knowledge."
I (Psalm 19:1-2)
Id yet he was almost totally ignorent of the wonders revealed
I modern astronomy. If he had attempted to write a book upon
nature of the sun, moon, and stars it would hardly conform
any point with our knowledge today; yet we today can repeat
e ascription of the psalmist relative to the witness of 
e heavens as they declare God*s glory and power. If we 
ew inspiration in this light the Bible takes on a new 
terest and worth, for it becomes in reality what the 
pporters of the essentials theory so earnestly desired it 
be - a record of the progressive unfolding of the will 
d nature of God, given through Inspired men in many ages,
(3) The personalistic theory makes divine revelation an 
;er progressive element in life. In its insistance that
e possibility of inspiration is limited and controled by 
Jdness, character, and understanding,it offers, an explanat- 
for the progressive development In revelation which is 
be found in the Bible. Further, it justifies God, in with- 
Lding from the world for so many centuries the complete 
aifestation of himself which came through the Son of God,
1st came as soon as the world was prepared to receive him 
to benefit fully by his work. This idea that,as knowledge, 
^prehension, and righteousness increases, inspiration becomes 
|isible in higher and more complete form gives us an optbraisti' 
Je for the future - we will yet know more of God and under- 
id more completely his will for us.
(4) Still further, the vitalistlc theory of inspiration 
bs us a Bible which is a unique revelation of God, without 
[the same time ruling out the possibility of finding God's 
jth in other places. If a man can fbrn to the holy Scriptures
find within them that which commends them to him as being 
a revelation, then the theory says accept them as such.
e Bible will not command belief for itself because of
at it contains and upon its own merits, then no theory about 
e Bible can force men to believe that it contains a revelat- 
n from God.
(5) As we have brought out indirectly in another place the 
eory enables one to look upon the Bible as a book whose 
dritual element is truly inspired and in a real sense 
ithoritative, while the literary form, historical accuracy, 
id scientific pronouncements may or may not be viewed as 
mpletely accurate. These latter things were recorded as
writers loiew them and understood them in the light of 
ieir time? the spiritual interpretation of nature, history,
^ personal experience seem to be the work or a spirit moving 
ithin tlie writers, but aside from whose work it was, the 
btamony stands unimpeached today.
I (6) In the last place the theory provides inspiration for 
p reader as he e^^ks to interpret and handle the spiritual 
wths of the Bible as well as, to the original producers of 
le Scriptures, This is a very essential factor as we have 
len previously. An infallible law is of little benefit unless 
lere is an infallible judge to interpret and apply it. 
le Scriptures, in like manner, can never be a more perfect 
lide to life than the degree of perfection within human 
■arts and minds in interpreting and applying them will permit, 
fc apostle .Papl in writing to the Corinthians said, ”For the 
|rd of the cross is to them that perish foolishnessj but unto 
■ who are being saved it is the power of God,"(lCor, 1:18)
Bin like manner the entire Scriptural record is but foolish- 
ms unto those who do not have that degree of spiritual
nsight or inspiration which is necessary even for the 
ecognltion of truth and light when it has already been 
aught and placed upon the printed page. Unto those, however, 
10 are being inspired hy the Holy Spirit the Bible becomes 
;he power of God unto salvation.
E. Conclusion,
Thus it is that we come to an understanding of inspiration 
)re by observing the way it works in life than by formal 
efinition. We are aided in our belief in inspiration by our 
sperience with it, for there breathes no man with soul so 
id that at no time or upon no occasion in his life has be 
Bn permitted to feel a certain electric thrill, a certain 
"low of power, a certain movement of spirit due to the 
jximity of things Infinite. We have all had such a soul 
Lrring and experienced such a feeling even though we did 
realize fully at the time just what was taking place, 
ffe have had much to say in the present chapter about 
lority and infallibility; and we have pointed out that 
50ries relative to inspiration have really grown up out of 
lore or less universal desire for an authoritative guide 
jlife rather than as attempts to explain certain phenomena 
ative to inspiration which have been observed in life.
[the solution offered, i.e., the personalistic theory, we 
|e found a reconciliation of the two - desire and fact. In 
jtinuing our study we will examine the meaning of the term
lority, a word which we have used frequently but have not 
Lned.
* *::• Vf i'e a- *
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Chapter 5. Inerrancy, Infallibility, 
And Authority Of The Bible.
<:• * a * a 
it ^ it a it
A. introduction.
It may be helpful before we proceed further in our 
Bcussion to sum up the points which we have established 
fs far:
(1) ffe have found, first of all, that divine revelation 
possible and that there is good warrant for believing that 
has and is taking place through several different channels. 
ire is nothing within experience that would warrant a denial 
the possibility of such an occurance,
(2) We have also found that the criterion or test which 
legitimately be applied to a supposed revelation is a
iple one, namely, the worth and nature of the product itself, 
er than the channel or mediam through which it is transmitted 
t as it is not sufficient to classify and name the liquid 
h is pouring forth from an open pipe merely on the basis 
jthe purpose for which the pipe was placed there, so it is 
enough to evaluate a supposed i'eyelatlon only upon the 
3 of the nature of the channel through which it is trans- 
ed. If we observe a liquid pouring forth from a pipe which 
intended to convey water we may at first conclude that 
liquid is water, but if we examine it closely and find
the smell is that of gasoline^ that the evaporation is
Vrapid than water, that it does not taste like water, and 
when put to use in engines, etc. it acts not like water
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t like gasoline, we will revise our opinion and say that, 
lile the pipe was intended to convey water, the liquid which 
snow passing through it is certainly not water but gasoline, 
ith revelation we do not say in any specific case, "This 
assage looks exactly like personal opinion, it seems to be 
lerely what this man thought ab&ut this matter. I cannot 
■ind any reason why God would want to reveal such as this to 
an, nor can I harmonize this with some other revealed truths 
in which I believe. But nevertheless this must be inspired 
reTelation for Paul said it." Such a verdict would be negated 
iy Paul himself who, by his own testamony, did not always 
ipeak under Inspiration, but many times offered his personal 
opinion upon a matter. And so whether Paul, or Peter, or John, 
ir any one else said it we must ultimately test the saying by 
Its own intrinsic worth and not alone on the basis of authorhhip,
(3) In the next place we have discovered that the Christian 
Borld has broad and ample grounds for believing that the Bible 
It possesses is a record of the highest revelation of God to 
fo man that has as yet been given. We would not limit the 
Ktness of God alone to this on^ book, but because of the 
Mture of its contents and the manner of its formation we 
leel safe in asserting that within its pages there is recorded 
|t least in germ all of the truths pertaining to the nature 
Ld will of God that are.to be found elsewhere; and further, 
raat these truths are here enunciated in a more perfect and 
Icceptahle form than elsewhere, \fhatever truth there is in the 
Koran is to be found and surpassed in the Bible. Truths are to
found in the sacred writings of India and China, but the
ara.
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same truths are enunciated and carried to more complete 
application in the Scriptures.
(4) We have seen that in revelation and inspiration we 
have the godward and manward side of a single process - revel­
ation being the. making known hy God of his will; inspiration 
being the power of spiritual discernment which comes to the 
human agent as he seeks to understand and make known to his 
fellows this will. Thus inspiration is a growing process; the 
bftener a man acts as an agent for God the better able he is 
m be God’s agent, the more a man speaks for God the better 
iouthpiece he becomes for divine truth, the more a man attempts 
feo reveal God the greater the inspiration and understanding 
plch will come to him and the higher will grow his message,
I It is clearly apparent that theories of revelation and 
pspiration are not in themselves theories dealing directly 
hth biblical interpretation in a textual sense, and some 
ppatience may have been felt by the reader during the perusal 
Ef the preceeding chapters to get down €o actual theories of 
fcterpretation. Yet we must not let impatience master us 
|e such an extent as to cause us to overlook the fact that 
Ehe proceeding discussion is of fundamental importance, 
fee theories that one holds concerning revelation will determ- 
fee largely the light in which he views that which he finds 
feen he turns to the Scriptures, in like manner theories relative 
Id inspiration will determine largely the attitude that one 
femes to have regarding the authority of the contents of the
Wl ^p.ble. Having thought tlfxough our position on these fundamental
\
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tters we are now ready to examine the meaning of the term 
uthority", and ask ourselves some pertinent'Jiuestions relative 
the authority or "binding power of the Bible over life*
i ,
B.- The Degree Of Authoritativeness Of The Bible*
To what degree are the Scriptures authoritative? Are they 
fallible and completely inerrant? or are there portions 
lich we cannot trust and statements which are untrue? We will 
Lscover after an investigation that there are three major 
esitions relative to this matter of authority which are held 
y men today. Not that these positions are distinct, with 
sundry lines well set, and areas of meaning definitely marked 
ff, hut that we can group the ideas which men hold in regards 
e this matter under three general heads. The first position 
M that the Bible is completely Infallible and inerrant and 
iierefore completely authoritative. The second position is 
jhe other possible extreme, that the Bible is just a book 
isong books, and in no sense more authoritative than any other 
bod book. The third position is intermediate between these 
fxtremes. It hold that the Bible has enough inerrancy back 
If it, and that it has proved infallible in life as a guide 
ID spiritual matters to such an extent that men are warranted 
In turning to it as authoritative for the purposes which it 
IS intended to filfill. Let us examine these three positions 
[>pe in detail,
(1)- Position One.
The first position, as outlined above, holds that the Bible 
s completely infallible and inerrant, and is therefore an
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absolute and completely trustworthy guide to life, in th6 
Bible, says this theory, the world has the one ultimate stand- 
lard, the one measure hy which all else is to he evaluated; and 
jbeing ultimate and final it itself cannot he checked against 
another standard. The Scriptures are to he Accepted on face 
value, if they make a claim for themselves that claim is alto­
gether true, if they make a statement - historic, scientific, 
wral, religious - the statement is unquestlonahle.
Now the values for which the supporters of the theory of 
complete hlhlical inerrancy are striving are briefly these:
(1) A satisfaction of the desire entertained hy many to 
pave one simple and complete guide in life which is known 
ho be Infallihle. We have already called attention to the 
kact that so much in life seems to he in a state of flux and 
jehange and that a great manjr .people have sought a safe and 
htable anchorage for themselves rather than to drift upon 
jthe flood of uncertainty. Many have endeavored to find that 
prock’, which is immovahle and uhchangahle amidst the flood 
pf time, in the Blhle, The philosopher may well argue that 
plme itself is temporal and will pass away, that it is hut 
I conditi.on of this world order, a method which the mind util-
I
Izes to help in the organization of experience, hut as long as
luman beings are a part of the world order they will go on
talking and thinking in terms of tlmO and space relationships;
hey will speak of eternal values and passing fads, and will
hek refuge from the latter in a clearer understanding of the
|oraer. The thinker in his cell may assert that there is no 
ch thing as eternity, that eternity being a conception of
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imltless time, which itself is a pure creation of the mind, 
rill pass with the passing of man. But men will go on longing 
or and striving for those values which will still he real 
?hen ”time is no more" and that state of continual existence - 
all it eternity or what you will - has been ushered in.
The key to these eternal values is the Bible many assert, 
n which there ±& to be found God’s complete answer to the 
gire of man to know the mind of the Infinite. In it they 
!eel that the world has in complete and infallible form a 
atement of all things which are true and valuable,
(2) The second value striven for through this' theory 
ows out of a desire to shift responsibility for weighing 
d measuring moral and religious issues and making ri gbt. 
oices. If there exists a catalogue in which there is listed 
ght and wrong choices, and if this catalogue be accurate 
id trustworthy, then one is relieved -of the troublesome 
ocess of rationally weighing and balancing possible choices 
a concrete situation; and still further,from going through 
e sometimes unpleasant process of consulting that seemingly 
ckle guide which is called conscience.
The desire for an infallible guide in the nature of a 
talogue may grow out of mental and moral laziness, A great 
y people do not enjoy thinking through a hard problem in 
nduct. When the question arises. Shall I, or shall I not? 
ey do not meet it squarely and wholeheartedly, but allow 
emselves to drift upon the flood, hoping for the best and 
oosing the easiest. All we can say of such people is that
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ley do not deserve an infallible guide to life. If they are 
)o indolent to utilize the power of direction they have as 
part of their very beings they would be too lazy or indiffe- 
ent to turn the pages of a guide book to find their way about.
The desire for an infallible guide may, on the other hand, 
row out of somewhat more worthy motives; it may grow out of 
feeling of incompetence and ignorance. There are a great 
my timid people in the world , people who fear to square 
heir shoulders, face the world and grapple with its problems, 
bd to these people it seems that the greatest boon that could 
granted them in life would be an infallible guide which 
^ey could take in hand and which would direct their faltering 
ignorent feet along the dark and branching highway of 
*6 until they have come into the sunlight of eternal day.
I«se people set upon the Bible and errect it into the position 
such an inerrant guide-book, not asking themselves whether 
claims such power and such position or not , or whether when 
sined closely it will prove to be such a help. Surely desire 
do many strange things, and work many wonders in the 
ridl
(3) And finally many have coiqe to the acceptance of the 
ea of complete infallibility because they desire to have 
authority which cannot be questioned, to which men can 
br their differences of opinion in times of debate and 
Icussion.' How poor an authority the Bible makes for this 
|»itnessed by the theological debates of the last century.
debaters were interested only in"quoting Scripture", and 
Ithey could find any passages in the Bible that they mi^t
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quote in support of their dogma or doctrine they did so, and 
the only way their position could he attacked was hy quoting 
;8cripture against it. But an infallible guide which ifends 
[itself to use in such a way as to support both sides of an 
Issue is of questionable value. Either the guide is false 
)r else it is being misused. The debaters or course claimed 
le latter, asserting tl^at the opposing side was misinterpret­
ing God’s word. In any event the Bible has not proved a marked 
locess as a source of absolute conviction in theological debates 
id is not likely to be more successful in the future in this 
Leld.
The underlying conceptions which support this theory, while 
Iffering with different individuals, are yet,in the main, 
follows;
(l) Man must have an infallible guide. God being what he 
man being what he is, and God expecting what he does of 
I, it is reasonable to expect to find somewhere a guide 
iich will infallibly point the way to thp life that God 
ssires man to live. This is clearly an a priori argument 
Qd when stated in its proper form means; that there must be 
infallible guide in life because man desires it so greatly, 
must be admitted that there is at least a partial truth 
this argument. Knowing what we do of God and his relation 
man, it is certainly unnatural to suppose that he would 
lace man upon the earth only to let' him grope blindly in 
ie dark. And it is still more unnatural to conclude that 
I, being what he is, would p'lace a desire and longing for
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rectlon in the breast a men only to mock the desire byI
fusing to satisfy it. Almost anyone will admit the truth 
the statement that there is a guide in the universe to 
dnt man in the proper direction. The disagreement comes upon 
le term "infallible guide" and upon the "therefore" which 
my attach to the above accepted truth - "therefore in the 
.tie we have such a guide," There is the possibility that 
SI may have a guide, but one which is not completely inerrantj 
lere is also the possibility that there may be many guides 
i the universe all of them helping to point the yay, yet 
me of them to be relied upon at ’all times as absolutely 
•ustworthy, Certainly to admit the above presupposition is 
I prove nothing concretely in regard to the infallibility 
* the Bible,
1 (2) Revelation is the supernatural implanting of truth
i the minds of certain individuals, and. the miraculous
panscription of these implanted truths into speech or writing.
ton no other idea of revelation can the theory be supported-?[
Ir, as we have so often pointed out, to admit that a human 
lent has had anything at all to do with.a message is to admit 
K possibility of error,
I (3) This fact points inevitably to a certain type of 
ppiration, or rather, theory of inspiration which must 
ilerlie the position, namely, the idea of verbal inspiration,
I there is the smallest chance that the inspired prophets 
ptributed anything to the messages which they delivered,
;her by way of omission or addition, then there is the chance 
ssent that God told them one thing and they spoke something
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else, thus laying the authoritativeness of the messages open 
,0 question*
(4) Further it is held that in the Bible the world has 
the one complete revelation in all respects, and for all times. 
If a guide is to be infallible for life it must be complete 
and it must be true for all ages. The acceptable guide must 
be as broad as life, covering all phases and all possible 
circumstances on the one hand, and on the other its truth
Bust extend as long as time lasts.
An infallible guide cannot be a relative one - true for one 
age, false for the next; it must be alike true for all. This 
Uaim for complete infallibility both for the whole of life 
and for all generations the supporters of this theory’ advance,
(5) And lastly the theory claims that,if errors and 
discrepencies of any sort are found in the Scriptures, they are 
only apparent and are due to our lack of understanding, or 
to the inaccuracy of the standards by which we are checking 
ip the biblical statement. Thus if the Bible- says that the 
'world was created in six day of twentyfour hours each at a 
time some eight or ten thousand years ago, and Geology- says h 
that the world has existed for millions of years, and has 
reached its present form through a long period of continuous 
change and development. Geology is wrong and the Bible is 
right. We are not now passing upon the question of which we 
think to be right, we are simply illustrating the position 
of the theory in the matter.
Now the theory of complete infallibility is untenable upon
several, grounds, chief among which we will discuss:
(l) pirst, to continue the discussion of the last paragraph, 
the errors and descrepencles found in the Scriptures are too 
marked and much too real to be passed off by saying that they 
are only apparent. To illustrate, no amount of explaining or 
glossing over will make the two creation accounts found in 
Chapters Onfe and Two of Genesis fit together and read as one 
narrative. They are clearly from two different sources. About 
the only real similarity that ruiis through both of them is 
ttie ascription of the work of creation to the hand of' God, Because 
of this fact it would seem that, to the mind of the writer of 
Genesis at least, this was the one important fact, the narrative 
eing incidental. The synoptic problem also presents questions 
hich cannot be waved aside without consideration. One does 
ot have to read so very closely throu^ the four Gospels to 
iscover that they are not identical and that they do not 
gree in all respects. Take such a simple thing as the inscri- 
tion attached to the Cross. Certainly’if they were writing 
der an infallible Inspiration the Spirit should not have 
countered any difficulty in recording a simple and plain 
latter like this. Yet Matthew has it, "This is Jesus the King 
the Jews*I (27:37) Mark records, ”The King of the Jews" ; (16:26) 
lUke says, "This is Jthes King of the Jews," (23:38) And John 
kes it read, "Jesus of Nazareth, The King of the Jews." (19:19) 
Ifestly all of these inscriptions could not have appealed 
er the body of the Master. How then shall we account for this 
onflicting record?
Still further we find instances where the Old Testament is 
|Blsquoted and misused'in the New, Mark quotes Malachi under 
e name of Isaiah. (See Mark 1:2 and compare with Malachi 3:1) 
atthew ascribes to Jeremiah words which were really uttered 
tj Zechariah. (See Matthew 27:9 and compare with Zech. 11:12-13) 
With matters of history it has been found that the Bible 
-ecord was singularly accurate for having been produced at 
(uch an early date and for covering such an ancient period,
,nd yet investigations of the most painstaking and accurate 
iort have revealed the fact that many dates, names, and places 
re inaccurately recorded. Among the most apparent of these 
iS the case of the Psalms in which many psalms are ascribed 
0 the hand of David which textual criticism seems to show 
onclusively he never wrote. Such things as these are of 
ourse of minor importance to the religiously minded person 
0 turns to the Scriptures in this modern day for spiritual 
strength and comfort; but nevertheless they help to establish 
e fact that the Bible is not completely inerrant.
We find also ^n the Bible discrepancies and errors in 
ch matters as Astronomy, psychology; and physiology. We 
ow from other sources that these branches of learning have 
nstantly been growing through the ages, and that in the 
st few decades great strides have been made in them. It would 
deed be a wonderful thing, but one not to be expected, if 
could turn to the Bible and find that the psalmists in 
iting their poetry about the heavens expressed accurate 
iientific information, IT the men of the wilderness period
derstood exactly how the mind worked and the laws of thought.
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and that Solomon understood all about the composition of the 
human body and was able to write dissertations on phjssiology 
and sergery which would make valuable additions to the modern 
doctors library. The fact is that neither the psalihtbsts, the 
Men in the wilderness, or Solomon possessed any such information, 
[The result was that when they wrote about matter which involved 
any of these thing incidentally they wrote in terras of the 
scanty and inaccurate knowledge of their day,
I Another factor which disproves the complete inerrancy of 
[the Bible is that low standards of morality are sanctioned In 
[certain places. This is not strange if we look at the Bible 
es the record of a people struggling gradually upward over a 
period of more than two thousand years, but if we look at it 
ps completely infallible and true then we can find no basis 
Ito account for some of the things sanctioned in the early parts 
pf the Old Testament, Old Testament characters when studied 
■carefully show signs of grosd sin and wickedness. Even David,
Ithe personification of Israel’s kingly hopes, shows grevious 
weaknesses. The humble fishermen,who followed Christ away 
from the Sea of Galilee to become fishers of men,present stronger 
Ipbaracters than many of the kings and rulers of old.
I Still another point is thab we find expressions within 
ihe Bible relative to the character of God which are altogether 
raworthy, God is called upon to do unrighteous things. He is 
iipected to wipe out whole enemy nations including innocent women 
ind children. The petition to God as expressed in Psalm 109 is 
■nworthy and irreconcilable with the utterances of Christ,
iressions in the early history of Israel are crude and un-
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spiritual and cannot "be accounted for unless we candidly 
cloiowledge that the later and more perfect has supplanted 
le older and more imperfect. But the terras*^inferior” and 
supplanted” fit but poorly with such terms as ”inerrant” and 
infallible” . If a thing is true can it ever be supplanted?
we have a right to call any truth inferior? The situation 
is easily explainable, and no doubt you have alreadjr explained 
It to your own satisfaction in, your mind, but you did not do 
It on the basis of complete infallibility, Solomon, the favored 
God, with his many wives, is an enigma ih the light of 
il’s charge to Titus relative to the^ selection of leaders 
jr God’s church - "appoint elders in every city, as I gave
lee charge; if any mdn is blameless, the husband of one wife-- ,
|Tltus 1:6) unless we admit that there is a great element 
Old Testament teaching which was unwor-thy and actually 
itrue when measured by the highest moral standards of our
‘y.
(2) We must also bear in mind that a theory of this sort, 
liich stands upon a false idea of inspiration, totters and 
ills because of its weak foundation. The only theory of 
iBpiration which will in any sense support the contention 
lat the Bible is completely inerrant is that of mechanical 
verbal inspiration. We have already noted the failure and 
iortcomings of this theory so there is no need to repeat 
'e. It is well to bear in mind, however, that the two -
fertal inspiration and absolute inerrancy - are completely 
^und together; the first being necessary for the second.
the second being the natural conclusion of the first. There 
is not sufficient warrant for believing that revelation was 
given in the supernatural way which this theory implies. The 
iiuestion is not. Could God? or Could he not? it is a question 
of Does He? or Would he? and the only basis we have for 
.iriswering is upon the grounds of sufficient cause; and suffic- 
ent cause.for such action seems to be lacking in this case.
When God has endowed man with intellect, with a religious 
ture, with a conscience, with moral discernment why should 
le overlook all these natural channels in giving truth to 
and utilize a supernatural one? And further, if it is 
gued that it was necessary to do so because all of these 
tural channels were so limited and Imperfect, it can Justly 
asked, why, if God found it necessary to supernaturally 
[plant truth in the world, is it not also necessary that he 
rry his work to completion and supernaturally interpret and 
rry out this truth in actual practice? Such a view leads 
the conclusion that the only way the world can be saved 
through determinism which would mean the abolition of 
ee will and free action, for,if man is naturally of such 
ger power that he cannot grasp God’s truth in the first 
ace, surely it is too much to expect him to understand the 
ith after it is supernaturally implanted in his consciousness; 
still more certain is it that it is too much to expect 
a weak and incapable creature to put into practice in his 
e this new truth without supernatural assistance. 
i)ln the last place we find that the results of earnest and 
isclentious criticism are opposed to this view. It is impossible
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for one who has sat In the council chamber of the lower 
critic and seen him at work translating, examining conflicting 
sources, evaluating ancient works and early manuscripts to 
come out still asserting that the Bible as we know it is 
inerrant. If there ever was an inerrant Bible we certainly 
do not have it now. If the original writings of Matthew, 
iMark, and Luke were absolutely infallible, the present Gospels 
Bf Matthew, Mark, and Luke warrant no su<ai claim for they are 
jthe work of the lower critic, the original jnanuscripts having 
long since been lost. Between the actual work of the biblical 
iriters and our present Bible there stands the early scribe, 
le copyist, the translator, the critic. So,even vgrantlng 
le theory pf complete infallibility for the work of the 
plical- writers, in no way can it be claimed that in this 
jiresent age there' exists an Infallible guide to life or 
iat as we have it the Bible is necessarily without error, 
tactically the theory of complete inerrancy -has no application 
Qd worth for us today.
The hasty conclusion must not be reached, however, in 
lie light of the foregoing statements that this subject can 
|€ handled in a summary and off-hand manner. One is never 
istified in treating any belief which has found its way into 
4e lives of thousands of men and women in any but a respectful 
Dd open minded manner. Many thousands of people Would think 
they must discard the entire Bible if a single error 
IS to be pointed out in it: If a great fish did not actually 
fallow Jonah then we have no reason for believing that
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Christ’s statement "Blessed are the peace-makers, for they 
shall he called sons of God" (Matt.5:9) is necessarily true;
If Hoses’s rod was not actually changed into a serpent (Exodus 
4:2ff ) then we have no reason for being sure that Christ 
lived, died, and rose again. If one finds himseir in a 
position where he is confronted with such an "either-or" 
dilemma - either the Bible is entirely and completely infalli­
ble and inerrant, or else none of it is necessarily trhe - 
then it is much better to go on believing in the complete 
iinerrancy of the Scriptures if possible, and thus continue 
to receive the values which accrue therefrom. A great many 
devout students would not admit, however, the existence of 
any such too phased dilemma, but insist that all of the 
desirable results of the infallible theory can be retained 
jin another way, and that the Bible can be looked upon as 
lauthority without holding that it is completely inerrant.
I One of the chief troubles in -the c'ontroversy which has 
been waged over this subject of authority of the Scriptures 
lias grown out of the tendency of those who reject the idea 
Bf complete inerrancy to swing too far in the other, direction, 
toere have been, and still are, people who try to find fault 
with the Bible only for the sake of finding fault, 'Many 
■have been so interested in disproving the. traditional theory 
ythat they have taken no time to formulate a new, and to 
■hem acceptable, theory which can be offered in place of the 
Ipe they are so desirous of destroying. The real facts in the 
Ipse are these: Modern criticism and investigation has shown
■he inaccuracies and disagreements of the Scriptures to be
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very slight. It is only here and there that statements can 
te questioned and the doubt sustained by any more than a 
priori reasons, if even with them. The total impression of 
the Scriptures is that of a record which is consistant and 
Iclear. Scholars may jiuzzle over the Synoptic problem, but by 
reading the four Gospels the layman is able to obtain a 
relatively clear and vivid picture of the life and teachings 
[of Jesus. Discrepancies may be pointed out in the Old Testament
but little difficulty is experienced in tracing in a general
%
lay the rise and development of the Hebrew nation. Let the 
critic use question marks as freely as he is able to do and 
jet there still remains the greatest part of the Bible, 
containing all of its essential elements, which is unassailable 
od unimpeachable.
2.- Position Two.
The second position which is held by some relative to the 
nfallibility and authority of the Bible represents the other 
itreme from the view just considered. It holds that the 
ible is the result of ordinary and entirely natural processes, 
Bd being such can be assigned no greater degree of inerrancy 
infallibility than is assigned to any other book. The 
pie is simply a book among books, therefore it should be 
ifproached as you would approach any other literary product 
a past age. Its contents should be evaluated on the basis 
the principles of ethics, sociology, natural science, 
p, which are known to man. It means nothing to say,
lieve this because the Bible says it is true”, for the only
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force that the Bible can give to any principle or idea is 
to bear witness to the fact that the principle is ancient 
and therefore has the sanction of the past. Supporters of 
this theory admit only the fact that the Bible bears witness 
to the fact that certain ideas and notions possess ”survival 
value.” Beyond this they refuse to go.
The values sought through this particular theory are as 
follows:
(1) Liberation from the errors and limitations of the 
idea of complete infallibility. Certain people have found 
some of the presuppositions and correlary ideas of the old 
notion untenable, and in their effort to escape they have 
swung to the other extreme. In this sense the value sought
is negative - an escape from, rather than an achievement of.
(2) A closer identification of every-day life and religion. 
Objection is made to the line drawn between natural and super­
natural by the mechanical theory of Inspiration, Those who 
follow this theory seek not to have rules of conduct given 
supernaturally in book form, but principles of right living 
growing out of life and experience itself. This would lead
to a position which would make religion as progressive in 
life as geology makes the world within the universe and 
biology makes the plant within the realm of organic life.
This group of people are striving not for a book which is 
an infallible guide to life, given once and for all, but 
for progressive insiglit and increasing knowledge due to 
additional experience and a further development in life.
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(3) And ,finally, the advocates of this conception are 
triving for a position which will he consonate with logic, 
etaphysiQS, and science; a position developed out of and 
hecked up hy experience. As can readily he observed the 
'oup of people who support this theory are much greater 
lelievers in the powers of rational and speculative thought, 
ind in the inTestlgatlve ability of man than are those who 
lold to the theory previously discussed.
The underlying tenants of this theory are somewhat difficult 
to enumerate for th^vary considerably with the individual.
[n the main they are, however, these;
(1) The criterion of truth and right ia experience and 
QOt authoritative pronouncement. Granted that there is such
thing as "authoritative pronouncement" as supporters of the 
complete infallibility theory claim, such pronouncement would 
first havey-^ become a part of experience before it could be 
recognized and accepted. Therefore some would say, "Evaluate 
ithe parts in terms of the whole of experience," - these are 
|the rationalists - others would say, "Evaluate the parts in 
terms of their workable or practical consequences in life", - 
these are the pragmatists.
(2) The theory rest also upon the idea that there is
»o such a phenomenon as the supernatural in life. This does 
lot necessarily mean the denial of the existence of God, but 
it means that if there is one he works only in natural ways, 
tt would be impossible then for him to impress in a mechanical 
ly any truths upon the minds of human individuals. Therefore,
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since the theory of complete infallibility depends upon such 
phenomena, absolute inerrancy becomes impossible.
(3) The one demand that God makes upon an individual is 
right living. Almost without exception supporters of this 
theory are committedd to the so-called "social theory of reli- 
jion", Granting this to be true then a guide for life giving
certain ceremonial practices, religious rites, and specific»
obligations becomes unnecessary. Right living, itself, can 
jbe worked out experimentally by man, therefore there is no 
iuse to which an infallible guide could be put if man had one.
The Bible is to be valued only as the f-ecord of past experiments 
that man has performed in his endeavor to establish through 
experience what is true and what is false relative to conduct.
(4) If the term "revelation" is preserved at all it must 
Ibe clearly understood that revelation, such as there is, has 
Itaken place only through natural channels, i.e., nature and 
Ihunian nature. In nature man can see something of the character
•f God, and in man - he being somewhat in the image of God - 
there can be found a witness of divine desires and wishes,
Iflutside of the orderly progression of nature and the slowly 
llbroadening realm of human experience there is nothing to which 
■the term "revelation" can be applied.
I (5) Inspiration is heightened insight due to right living 
iind clear thinking. Truth itself acts as an inspiring agent 
lapon the minds of men. Let a man grasp a new truth and hold
lit and the truth itself will give him Inspiration. Right living
I <Ikrings to one the reality and worth of such a life, and the
■conscious grasp of that truth in turn produces inspiration
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lich gives the emotional urge or impetus to the prophet of 
.ghteousness •
This theory, with all of its presuppositions, is to be 
ttacked on the grounds of insufficiency. On the whole its 
iB9 are wholesome, but its results and omissions condemn it,
(1) In the first place the theory makes God^s revelation 
IT to meager and uncertain. Granting, at least for the time, 
e thesis of the supporters of this view that the test of
uth is experience, we find that the great body of recorded 
[perience known as the Bible,in which men have at least 
leught they were receiving a divine revelation, has been 
ished aside without consideration. Surely if experience is 
ie criterion of truth then the whole of experience must be 
Jlten into consideration. And any theory which rests upon such 
teat,before it can lay claim to being adequate and trustworthy, 
rst do one of two things: (a) either admit the biblical record 
(apart of experience and account for it together with its 
IKition in the world adequately; (b) or it must deny that 
p the Bible we have a true record of human experience and 
me adequately that the Scriptures are but a figment of 
le imagination of man. The theory which we are discussing 
MS neither; it practically endeavors to disregard the Bible,
(2) This disregard of the Bible grows out of the exalted 
isition given to preserit experience as a criterion of truth,
B present experience as an ultimate standard or test of
nth is insufficient, A man may well go into the laboratory
n test experimentally certain chemical reactions, but he
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cannot go out into life and test in the same way all possible 
moral and social choices open to him, for life is tdo short 
land understanding too lacking. Perhaps man has the understanding 
' to a^rrive at the general truth in an experimental way that one 
should love his neighbor, but certainly it would be Impossible 
to "work out" all of the specific applications of this 
principle. A neighbor steals a garden shovel from' me; shall 
I go and have him arrested? or shall I go and say to him, 
"Neighbor, I saw you steal my shovel, now I am going to return 
good fo'r evil and just give that shovel to you ?" Not knowing 
which to ‘do I say I shall test the matter by experiment; 'but 
how? If I have him arrested then I can never go to him and 
say that'I love him and desire to return good for evil. And 
if I give him the shovel and tell him that t love him and 
that does not produce the desired results I cannot turn around 
and have him arrested. Present experience will not work out 
in life as a practical test Of truth and right,
(3) But if it is admitted that total historic experience 
of man is^ the basis of judgment and not present' individual 
experience , then another diAlTemma confronts the followers 
of the theory in question, for the place which iihey assign 
to the Scriptures becomes inadequate. Clearly the Bible records 
the struggles of a great body of people over a period of more 
than three thousand years. It shows their experience in their 
endeavor to know the truth relative to the character and will 
of the Divine Being. Surely such a record as that should not 
he slighted, but should be considered the most significant
document in the hands of man.
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(4) Furthermore the theory fails to explain the unique 
haracter of the hihlical record. For hundreds of years this 
has compelled "belief from hundreds of thousands of men 
Dd women. It has "been the one book that was able to go on 
om age to age with an ever increasing circle of readers, 
has made martyrs, men and women have died for it. It has 
en translated into hundredsnof tongues and dialects without 
sing force and power. Upon what basis can we account for 
Is wonderful phenomena if we support this thfepry which 
now consider? Apporach the Bible just like we would any 
,her book when the Bible has clearly shown itself to be 
iquel The very spirit of Science, for which supporters of 
lis theory contend, cries out against such a procedure. No, 
e Bible remains a book with a unique power and a unique 
story, both of which must be recognized and explained.
(5) In a previous chapter we discussed the problem of 
e natural and the supernatural at sufficient length to 
e that any theory which denied the existence of a realm of 
tivity which is above the natural is treading upon unwarranted 
ound. God has habitual ways of acting which we call natural 
ys, or ordinary ways, but he also has conscious, or super- 
tbltual way of action upon occasion which are above but not 
tagonlstlc to his habitual or natural ways. These super- 
ibitual modes of conduct are therefore supernatural,while 
11 not being anti-natural, and represent a realm realm of 
Tine activity. This being the case we have no a priori 
lason for ruling out the possibility of having in the process
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which produced the Bible a supernatural mode of action on the 
part of' God.
(6) In like manner we have also discussed revelation and 
inspiration previously so that we can readily see the fallacy 
of the underlying view of revelation and inspiration held by 
those who follow this general trend of thinking. If for no 
other reason we should question seriously this theory, resting, 
as it does, upon an inadequate view of these two important 
phenomena, before accepting it whole-heartedly.
(7) In conclusion, the practical results x>£^>th±s theory 
are not unworthy of consideration. In life the belief actually 
makes for barrenness of spiritual content, lack of spiritual 
larnith, and loss of Christian zeal. If we are to accept the 
[tenets of the theory itself, that the basis of .evaluation is
observed results in. experience, what shall we say of a theory 
lihich produces such a state of living as this!
I 3,- Position Three.
I Now what values do we wish to preserve for life by a theory 
irelative to the infallibility and authority of the Bible?^ Each 
lof the theories considered above were called into being to 
tteonserve certain worth while things, or at least certain things 
which a group of individuals considered worth while. We were 
content to state these values without endeavoring to weigh 
Ithem and decide whether they were worthy or not. Now what 
me desire to do is to bring to getter all of the values which 
me consider it would be desirable to retain in life in so far
any theory relative to the authority of the Bible could
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retain them, Vftiat are the benefits that we are looking for in 
life? Surely such a question is legitimate,
(1) It would be well to possess a guide to which man can 
refer with a feeling of practical certainty that in it he can 
find direction and guidance in solving the problems of moral 
and religious living. The demand for absolute proof that the 
Bible, or anything else for theat matter, constitutes such
a guide cannot be met, nor is it reasonable, for absolute 
proof is a thing unknown to man. By the time one is ready to 
conclude, "Therefore we have absolutely proved—", he is 
interpupted by a chorus about him, "I fail to see it," All we 
can reasonably demand in the matter is practical certainty, 
and if the Bible can induce this and produce faith in it as 
a trustworthy guide it has accomplished all that we can expect 
of it,
(2) In the second place we desire a theory which is 
consistent with science and its results, history and its 
discoveries, sound philosophy and its tenets. We cannot main-
|tain an idea relative to a part of life which sets up a 
conflict between the part and the whold. Now the Bible and its 
truths only constitutes a part of the great realm cohtained 
in consciousness; the beliefs of science constitute another 
part; the knowledge of past human events another; et cetera, 
[ilan is so constituted by nature that he must co-ordinateI
the parts and build them into a coherent and self consistent 
ihole. Therefore to fulfill the demailds of his own nature 
jhe must find some coherent way of harmonizing religion and 
science, religion and history, science and history, etc.
le cannot accept a view of the Bihle then which forces us to
accept erroneous views in other realms of experience,
(3) A view which will coordinate and hring together the 
whole of conscious experience into one coherent whole would 
|be of highest value in life. With this end in mind we must 
therefore seek a view relative to the nature of the Bihle 
|Which will hring life and religion close together, and make
God a present reality and his will a progressive and continuous 
irevelation to man. A closed hook system, wherein all truth 
lhas been given once and for all, is untenable for reasons 
Inoted in another connection,
(4) And finally, a theory which will satisfactorily explain 
Iboth the facts of the Bihle and the phenomena of religious 
experience discoverable in life. This is fundamental and of 
paramount importance. Our theory must conform to reality and 
explain it satisfactorily.
Is it possible to find a view of the Bihle that will 
[preserve to mankind these values, without at the same time 
landing the acceptance of unwarranted presuppositions and 
[false corellary ideas? It is our opinion that such a position 
Is possible. Such a theory we are now to consider as we have 
Iconsidered the other two.
This view lies intermediate between the other two extreme
Iriews, hut is in no sense a compromise,It Endeavors to
I \
conserve the true values sought by spiritually minded people
[lithout forcing upon them faulty and untrue corellary ideas,
(1) The first thing to he done in establishing any hypothesis 
is to examine carefully the facts involved. In this case
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the first step is to turn to the Bilale itself and study care­
fully its contents and the claims that it makes for itself.
Such a study is a very liberating process to many, for it will 
be discovered that many ideas which have been advanced as 
coming from the Bible have really grown out of pure speculation 
about the Scriptures. To illustrate, in no place does the 
Bible claim for itself complete infallibility. In no iJlace are 
events recorded tending to prove a mechanical theory of 
inspiration. Desire-is well and good in'its place, but we 
should not let it over-rule reason and blind us to the facts 
in the case.
(2) Any satisfactory view of the Bible must be supported 
by a theistic conception of the universe. Unless there .be a 
God revelation is impossible; and unless God be immanent in 
the universe revelation while possible is improbable. Only 
ihen God is conceived of as being a constant and vital factor 
|in the universal system does revelation become at once 
iDatural and divine - natural in that it is to be expected 
land enters through what might be called ordinary channels ♦
Idivine in that it is actually a conscious and directed attempt 
[on the part of the divine person to make himself known to 
jthe world of finite persons. Believing then that God is revealing 
himself to man we can turn to the Bible and, after having 
[recognized its unique nature and its singular history in the 
life of man, we are prepared to declare that we have faith 
|in this Book as a historic record of the manifestation of
God to man.
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(3) But holding to the personalistlc theory of inspiration 
|fe are not obliged to hold to the complete infallibility of 
Ithe historical narrative, the scientific views expressed,
por the literary form used. These things are merely the 
incidental features. If John wrote, ”For God so-loved the 
the world that he gave his only begotten Son—", and missp­
elled- "begotten"the truth stated is no less true. The religious 
liorld was greatly upset when Copernicus and others denied the 
truth of the then current astronomical views, for, it was 
discovered, if the new scientific views were accepted then 
neither heaven nor hell could be in the positions supposed. 
Finally the day came when the views of science and religion 
here reconciled upon this maiiter and neither were the worse 
[off, IVhat matter it if the world is not the center of the 
laniverse and heaven the space beyond the blue bowl of skyj 
heaven is still heaven where ever it is, and earth is still 
[earth. Each age clothes its truth 'in the language of the 
[day, but because that language is outgrown does not make the 
[truth any less true for the next generation.
(4) There is no reason for claiming that the positions 
lind principles of the Bible may not be checked up by personal 
experience so long as the attitude is one of reverence and 
[earnestness. New light may be expected to fall upon old truths 
[enunciated in centuries past through the earnest application 
|ef such a method. The truth of Christ’s statement, "thou shalt 
love thy neighbor as thyself," has been born out by the 
experience of every age, and yet each' new age through added 
[experience is receiving a more complete answer to the accompan-
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F
-ying question, "Who is my neighbor?" "My kin^ says one gener­
ation. "My associates," says another."My nation," says a 
third. And today we are only beginning to glimpse the vision 
of a world in which all men are neighbors and ftiends.
(6) In viewing the Bible we must not seek to make it. 
identical with religion, for religion is much more than the 
Bible. The Bible is but the account of the progress that 
certain spiritually minded people made in their religious 
endeavors under the direction of God. In this way the Scriptu­
res grew out of life. The Bible, true religion, and life 
are therefore closely identified - life being the whole of 
experience, religion being experience as it is related to a 
divine Being, and the.Bible being the historic record of 
that divine experience. The relation-then of the Bible to 
present life is clear. Man passes from specific occurances, 
incidents, and experiences to general principles and 
conclusions; and then proceeds to order future cases of 
specific conduct and behavior in terms of the principles 
established. In the Bible the modern man finds first of all 
an account of the way that many people reacted to many 
concrete situations, and the results obtained - this account 
je call the history of the Bible. Then we have the enunciation 
of conclusions and general principles drawn from the concrete 
experiences - i.e., the Laws of Moses, the Beatitudes, etc.
And. finally we have as the supreme feature of this book the 
record of an individual who was able to actually carry over 
into practice the principles enunciated in the Scriptures; the 
account of the acts and conduct of this great person being
found in the four Gospels.
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To what extent then can we view the Bihle as authoritative 
over life? The question put in, this form is difficult to 
answer, for all parts of the Scriptures are not of equal 
authority since revelation, as we have so often insisted, is 
progressive. This being the case the case the first to be 
produced, generally speaking, could not be as lofty as later 
work; the Old Testament could not be as authoritative as the 
Sew Testament. But time is not the only element, the degree 
of inspiration of the writer or speaker also enters in, to 
affect the worth and authoritativeness of various portions.
Thus the prophets were clearly inspired to a greater extent 
than the writer of the history which we know as 1 and 2 Kings, 
and Christ was filled with the Spirit of God to a much more 
complete degree than were even the prophets of Israel. How 
do we know? The messages speak for themselves; the product 
compells such a classification.
I
 The Bible compels obedience to the final principles which 
it lays down, not because it was supernaturally produced, 
but because it is true, and truth compels faith. In-so-far 
as the Bible is able by its own apparent truth and worth 
to compel faith in on the part of man it is authoritative 
over life, and no further. But is this not a somewhat vague 
land doubtful standard ? Is there not the danger that it 
fill leave the Scriptures without power to influence lif-e? 
ai we can say is that if the contents of the Scriptures is 
[not of such a nature as to produce befief in them on the 
[part of man, certainly no theory can be formulated which will
[itself be universally accepted, and thus be in a position to
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compel belief in the Bible in spite of the contents of the 
book. As a witness to the fact that the Bible is able to comm­
end itself to mankind we need only take cognizance of the vast 
army of devout men and women who, knowing no theology or
dogma, have yet been able to turn to the Scriptures and find 









Chapter 6. Methodological Theories 
Of Biblical Interpretation.
A.- Introduction.
In the previous chapters we have been dealing with matters
which influence our attitudes and shape our ideas with which
we approach the Bible when we would open its pages and make
Its contents a part of our personal experience. Now the Bible
is a book and as such cannot enter directly into our experience.
It must be read and studied; its contents must be understood;
the writing upon its pages must be translated into thought and
teoome a pat*t of the personal knowledge which we have. This Is
what we mean by interpretation, What method of proceedure are
we to use in our endeavor to make the truth and worth of the
Bible a part of our experienced knowledge? We have a Bible
before us in a language which we can read; we open its covers
and we find page after page of writing by many different authors.
j ffe discover that there is history, biography, narrative, poetry,
philosophy, and literature within this volume. By what method
nay we proceed to utilize the treasures of this storehouse?
lour problem now is to examine the various methods which have
I been proposed and which are current in this day for interpreting
land understanding the Scriptures. To do this it becomes necessary 
I- ^
I to examine each theory separately that we may discover its
I fallacies, if it possesses such, determine its adequacy or
I inadequacy, and find the values which it can contribute to life.
iThis we proceed to do.
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B,- Theories Of Procedure.
1#- The Mechanical Theory,
Let us start with the simplest and crudest theory - the 
Mechanical. This theory holds that God has miraculously given 
the Bible and that he will in the same manner miraculously 
guide man in useing it properly. The Scriptures are for the 
purpose of discovering God*s will for man, not only in general 
situations but also in specific cases. If we would know what 
God wants us to do in a particular matter let us take up a 
Bible, open it at random, place our finger on a passage and 
read. There we will find our answer, for God will direct the 
parting of his Holy Book and the placing of our finger. The 
use of the Bible becomes very simple and easy, in fact, as the 
name signifies, it is purely a mechanical process - a series 
of movements.
To many of us the theory seems crude and bordering upon 
the absurd, and yet thousands of choices have been determined 
in just this way by man and women who have seen nothing fool- 
j ish about the method. The presuppositions which make possible 
their belief in such a method as this are in brief these:
(1) The Bible is the miraculously given word of God, It is 
without error and without flaw, Man can trust every word of 
it completely and believe all portions of it implicitly.
(2) Supernatural interferance in the world order is possible 
and does take place on the part of God. If God sees fit to 
step in and cause a book to open at a certain place he has the 
power to do so and does it. (3) The purpose of God in' giving
I the Bible to man was that man might have a guide in both
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general and specific situations, if the Bihle supplies this 
need it is accomplishing its function. (4) If anyone desires 
guidance from the Bible God will surely and unfailingly direct 
its opening to the proper place. If God fails to do his part 
upon occasion then we would have to establish another norm - 
a standard by which we could judge whether God directed a 
particular open, or whether it was just the working of chance. 
There are perhaps other presuppositions, but these will 
suffice as being the major ones.
From the foregoing discussion it is not difficult to pick 
out the fallacies in the theory.CD
(1) In the first place the metiiod will not work in practice, 
I desire earnestly to know whether God wishes me to complete 
this paper or not; therefore I turn to the Bible and utilize 
the method succested with the following results; First I 
open to Psalm 119:70 and read, "Their heart is as fat a^greaee; 
but I delight in thy law." What does this have to do with my 
particular problem? My mistake may have been that I chose the 
Old Testament. This being the new dispensation only the New 
I Testament should be used. Therefore I try again and find 
the following - A map of Paul*s missionary journeys, and my 
finger falls upon the word "Asia”, Perhaps God was not to 
blame for the map being in the Bible so I will not loose 
Ipatience but will try again. This time my finger comes to rest 
1 at Matthew 3:18, "And walking by the sea of Galilee, he saw 
Itfo brethren, Simon who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother, 
Icastlng a net into the sea, for they were fishers," The 
Ireader can easily verify the method in his own daily life
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and discover how inadequate and unworkable it proves to be.
(2) But we can attack it upon other grounds as well. We 
hav.e already seen that we cannot make the initial assumption 
upon which this theory rests; namely, that the Bible as we 
know it is without error, and that every word is inerrantly 
true.
(3) Nor can we believe that God is interfering in any such 
crude and mechanical ways in the affairs of men. If God wants 
to give us specific direction in concrete situations the 
method of spirit would be to speak directly to the heart of 
man. When we want to tell a friend something we do not go
to him and take his hand and trace with his finger a message 
I in the dust. We speak to him as persons speak; we communicate 
Kith him after .the manner of conscious spirits. So should 
I God be expected to communicate.
I (4) We may urge further against the theory that it be- 
llittles the Bible by so limiting its function in life. Men 
Ido not turn to the Scriptures for guidance alone; they turn
■ there also for strength, comfort, and power. It is as necessary 
I that we have strength to do the right as to know what the
■ right is. The Bible sinks to the level of a heathen fetich
■ if viewed in the light of this theory. Therefore we turn
H■ away from the mechanical theory as being totally inadequate
■ and fallacious.
I 2.- The Text Method Theory,
The text method of interpretation is somewhat similar 
to the mechanical theory and is the logical outgrowth of the
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discovery that when you open the Bihle at random you do not 
always receive an answer to the question that is uppermost in 
your mind. The text method of interpretation is not based 
upon divine guidance in finding a verse, hut holds that the 
person desiring direction may turn to the Scriptures and 
will here and there throughout the Bihle find verses and 
passages which will supply light and guidance. The method is 
an old onej it was a popular and accredited method in the 
rahhinical school at least two centuries before Christ.
It was carried over into the Christian Church from Judaism 
and has found favor in the eyes of many devout men in all 
•ages since the establishment of the Church, The last century 
witnessed a great use of this method in the theological 
debates which marked the period in this country. The contestants 
in these debates were interested only In quoting Scripture 
texts. It made little or no difference where they were found, 
or in what contex they occured, if certain passages seemed to 
prove a point they were drawn forth and hurled at the opposing 
side. Of late years the largest use has been made of this 
method in connection with the endeavor to win converts to 
the Church, The market has been flooded with books with 
titles such as "Best Texts For Soul Wixjners" . The contents 
of these books runs something like this: ^Vhat must I do to 
be saved? Answer:- Read Acts 2:38, Acts 3*19. "I don’t believe
1 can hold out". Answer:- Read Hebrews 10:23, 1 Cor. 10:13,
%
2 Peter 2:9, Etc.
The presuppositions of this theory are in part similar to 
those of the mechanical theory:
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(1) The view held of the nature and purpose of the B;L'ble 
is very similar. It is held to he a miraculously given guide 
for life. It is usually thought to he inerrant from cover
to cover since it is a divine product. Being what it is man 
can turn to ,it and whatever he finds there which seems to 
offer help-he can rest assured is true and trustworthy.
(2) There is also a remnant of the idea of miraculous 
interferance and help in interpretation on the part of God,
In this case, however, God does not mysteriously move the 
hand of the reader, hut he does in some unlmown way bring him 
to an understanding of these texts.
(3) The Bihle is viewed as a unique hook - unique in the 
sense of having little or nothing in common with other hooks. 
Not only was its method of reception into the world different, 
but it is to he used and handled differently hy men. Thus it . 
is in a sense a unity and yet any of its parts are valid in 
and of themselves. I can think of no better way to illustrate 
the idea than hy reference to the so-called "joint” snake 
fhich it is claimed can he broken up into sections hy the
use of a stick, and that when this is done each section 
becomes an independent snake and goes wiggling off hy itself. 
We may say this much at least, that the same type of credulity 
which would lead one to believe in such a snake could he 
carried over into the other field and lead to belief there 
also. But to return to the pointj split the Bihle into verses 
and scatter them to the four winds, then go out and pick up a 
single verse and that is as true - no matter what it says - 
as the whole Bihle taken together and in order.
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There are several features about this method which condemn 
it as being invalid:
(1) Perhaps the major objection is the fact that the 
theory proposes a method of evaluating the Bible which no 
one would think of applying to any other book. Writers in 
the field of science and philosophy are very earnest and 
insistent in their demands that they be heard through to the 
final paragraph before judgment is pronounced upon their 
literary work and their scientific or philosophical position.
If it could be shown that the Bible was unique to such a degree 
as to yield itself to an interpretation of parts with no refer­
ence to the whole or the order of parts, then the case might 
still be won; but no such unique character can be maintained 
for the Bible, for in its literary form and its general 
makeup it complies with all of the characteristics and forms 
of other writings,
(2) The text method also leads to an inadequate understand­
ing of the contents of the Bible and to a barrenness of 
appreciation. The rose torn to pieces has nothing of the 
beauty of the rose with all of its parts fitted together as 
nature intended; and the Bible in like manner taken verse
by verse Iftoses beauty and value. Nor are we capable of 
understanding its true message unless we view it in such a 
wiy that we can see the total sweep, trace the progressive 
development of ideas, and feel the gradually increasing 
worthiness of its contents. One can never come to comprehend 
the mighty rush of power, the majestic scene of beauty, that 
is found in the great swift flowing river by dipping innumerable
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cups of water from its course and examining them one hy one.
So neither can we come to an adequate appreciation of God’s 
word by picking here and there a text that strikes us as being 
of value to us in a particular situation.
(3) We also soon discover when we attempt to use this 
method that it is as incapable of being worked as is the 
mechanical theory. Our fathers as they stumfiMdthe land in 
debate discovered after many years that they had made no 
headway, for they found that for every text that they could 
quote in support of an idea someone else could quote a text 
against it. So men began to say that you could prove anything 
by quoting texts, and yet you could prove nothing. If we 
discover that the Bible says that man is saved through faith, 
we soon find that it says he is saved by the grace of God also. 
If we decide that Christ came to set aside the law we'soon 
find that he' himself said that not one jot or- tittle should 
pass away. So we go on and find ourselves landed in ever- 
increasing confusion and bewilderment.
(4) And finally the theory breaks down because of the fact 
that in their attempt to prove it its supporters must assume 
the very thing which they are trying to prove. To prove the 
theory certain texts are quoted such as 2 Timothy 3:16, "All 
Scripture inspired of God is also profitable for teaching, for 
reproof, for correction, for instruction which is in righteous­
ness.” and Matthew 24:35, ”He.aven and earth shall pass away, 
but my word shall not pass away.” It is very apparent that
if use is to be made of these verses in proving the theory 
that one must first believe in their truthfulness, but their
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truthfulness is the very thing that we are endeavoring to 
establish. Such a method of establishing proof is invalid 
by all of the laws of logic and common-sense.
Let us not think that in criticising this method we are 
advocation that a person should never pick up the Bible to 
read it unless he has time to read it entirely through, or 
that if someone asks for comfort we need to begin with Genesis 
and read to Revelationj this is not the logical inference, 
imat we are considering is a valid method of procedure in 
interpreting the Bible in all situations and under all condit­
ions, Many times when we turn to the Scriptures it is not to 
interpret them, for this we have already done, but we turn to 
drink again the strength and inspiration of familiar passages. 
It is one thing to read the 13th chapter of Paul’s first letter 
to the Corinthians and to allow the sheer appeal of the truth 
and sentiment expressed there to sink deeply into our soul; 
and an entirely different thing to ask. What is the rational 
leaning of this passage? How did Paul come to write it? What 
authority does it have for me and why ? It is necessary to 
interpret but once; after that we may simply read and enjoy, 
ffe all have favorite passages of literature which, having been 
once interpreted and found worthy, we enjoy reading again and 
again. Much of our Bible reading is of this type, but before 
it can become so we must have gone through the Scriptures and 
[evaluated them, interpreted them, made their meaning real 
I for our own self. It is a valid method of procedure for this 
I last type of study that we are seeking.
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3.- The. ”Red-line” or Subject Method,
This method of interpretation proceeds upon the basis of 
subjects or ideas; it seeks to find all that the Bible has 
to say relative to one particular thing, and on the basis of 
this draw valid conclusions as to the biblical position. The 
term "red-line” method grows out of the practice of underlining 
with red ink all passages which bear upon the subject in quest­
ion, Thus if the subject being studied is Faith all the 
passages containing the word "faith" from Genesis to Revelation 
ffill be underlined with red, When this is done the student 
can conveniently refer to these places -dealing with faith and 
study them individually and collectively. This theory of a 
valid procedure marks a great advance over the other methods 
studied. It is surprising to one who has never utilized such 
a method in Bible study how many new ideas will be brought 
to light and how many new conclusions will be reached. To 
take a good biblical concordance and trace through every passage 
in the Bible in which love, for example, is mentioned will 
give new light upon that subject and will bring added worth 
to the Scriptures.
The chief presupposition underlying this method of procedure 
is the idea that the Bible treats every subject which it 
handles at all in -a complete and adequate fashion, and that 
it treats all of the problems which confronts man in life.
If we take one passage from the Bible relative to faith we 
nay be led astray, so it is unsafe to quote texts; but if 
you take all of the passages dealing with faith and put them
together from these you can form valid and adequate conclusions.
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As fine as this theory appears on the surface, and having 
spoken of it in the terms that we have, we still have to 
reject it and look further for an adequate method. Our reject­
ion is based upon the following grounds:
(1.) When we have assembled all of the passages dealing 
with a chosen subject one of the first things which we discover 
is that there is disagreement both qualitatively and quantita­
tively; ideas expressed in certain portions contradict ideas 
expressed in other portions; and if not this there is at 
least the quantitative disagreement of difference in worth.
Every passage which contains the word ”faith” is not of 
equal value, and we do not accredit them on the same level.
|But how shall we proceed to arrange them? If we arrange them 
chronologically we get into difficulty almost at once for we 
know that the development of the Bible was not constant, that 
lis the message growing higher and higher as time passed with 
no backward slips or mountain peaks. Then if we seek to 
[arrange them on the basis of authorship how are we to rank 
I the authors? Perhaps we would all agree in putting Christ
first, but who would fe place next to him? We would be forced 
I I
into a more fundamental method of procedure to arrange the
authors and this very fact would discredit the method which «
[le have under discussion as being secondary and derived,
(2) Secondly we may well question the validity of the 
Ipresupposltion that the Bible treats all necessary problems 
|in a complete and adequate manner. If after we have red-lined 
jail of the passages dealing with salvation we are still left
jin doubt and. darkness we find ourselves in a dilemma,for ,
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either the Bible is of questionable worth, or our method of 
procedure ig faulty or insufficient*
(3) Still another objection to the method is that it still 
necessitates pulling a passage out of its context and out of 
its natural setting, and putting it off by itself. We have 
previously observed the fallacy of such a method so do not 
need to repeat the argument here. We shall see later on that 
this method of procedure when combined with another and more 
ladequate method yields some valuable results, but standing 
hiy itself its inadequacy condemns it.
4.- The Prophetic Method,
We have noted a certain connection between the three
Itheories discussed up to this point, but we come now to a theory
Thich is radically different from the others, both relative
to the view that it takes of the purpose of the Bible , and
of the actual method of procedure in interpretation which
U advocates. The methods already discussed viewed the Bible
primarily as a guide to life; the prophetic method -.which
le now consider - views the prime purpose of the Scriptures
to be the forecasting of events. We have first of all in the I \
Bible a record of what God has proposed or is proposing yet 
to do in the world. And secondly we have at least a partial 
[account of how he accomplished many of the events foretold 
through his prophets. The most important section of the Old 
lestament is the prophetic writings for it is here that we 
come to understand God*s purposes in life; but coupled with 
these writings, and of scarcely less importance, are the
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historical writings which actually show how God^s purposes 
were carried out. Not all of the events foretold in the Old 
Testament actually transpired in the era before Christ; there­
fore we find that the New Testament is very largely nothing 
more than a record of how prophecy uttered centuries before 
and recorded in the Old Testament came to pass in the new 
dispensation. And finally in the closing book of the Bible, 
the Book of Revelation, we have revealed events which are to 
transpire in after-biblical times. Some of these events have 
taken place prior to our present day and some seem still to 
be in the future.
All of this points to one sure and valid method of procedure, 
a procedure which may be begun on either end and worked through 
to the other. Start either with the specific prophecy and 
trace i^s fulfillment; or start with an event and trace 
backward until you find that event foretold. The former order 
vould pei^haps be more logical , therefore for illustrative 
purposes we will adopt it. We desire to study the life of 
Jesus, Begin back with the eighth centpry prophets and study 
carefully all that they had to say relative to the Messiah; 
list all of the characteristics, record all that he is to do 
according to the prophets. If you do this thoroughly and 
accurately you will have a picture of Jesus and an outline 
of his work even before you begin to study the Gospel accounts. 
How when we come to the New Testament and begin to study the 
actual record of the life of Jesus it must be studied with the 
idea ever in mind that his supreme purpose in coming to earth 
T^s to fulfill prophecies uttered in the Old Testament,
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Only in this way can one come to an understanding of the 
life and ministry of Christ.
Neither the view of the Scriptures as a. forecaster of 
events, nor the method of procedure outlined above are of 
recent origin for they are found at least in seed form many 
centuries before Christ. Beginning about the third century 
before Christ,when Israel as a nation began to suffer grevious 
times, the longing for a deliverer became more and more acute. 
The result was that a great impetus was given to the Messianic 
hope which had been more or less current for centuries.
People in an endeavor to find a basis for their hope turned 
to the utterances of their prophets and any passage upon which 
they could lay their hands which seemed to contribute content 
to the messianic idea they appropriated as being a forecast 
by God through his holy servants of what the promised messiah 
rould be. The idea and the method was not confined to this 
one subject alone, however; the rabbis carried it into all 
fields. The idea of Israel as the chosen nation was built 
[up in this fashion; the hope of Israel grew by this means, 
jis we have previously observed many Jewish ideas were carried 
over into Christianity in early times, and this was one of 
them; and we have it still with us today.
Reasons for refusing to accept the theory as valid and 
|the method as accurate and worthy are numerous,
(l) In the first place the theory rests upon a false idea 
jof the nature of prophecy. The prophecy of the Bible is for • 
the most part preaching; the foretelling element being merely
[incidental, and of relatively minor importance. The prophets
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liere preachers, not forecasters.
1 (2) Since this is the case the primary purpose of the
lllible could not he to foretell events. Those who claim the 
IBible to he a divine guide for life are much nearer the truth 
land, can come much more nearly supporting their position hy 
Ifaots than can those who hold to the prophetic theory.
1 (3) A third objection to this view is that the facts of
■the Bihle will not support it. In the cases in which the 
■prophets did venture to say what was to come to pass they 
liid. not always agree in ther predictions. Isaiah and Micah, 
las we have seen, disagreed in their prediction as to the fall 
lof Jerusalem and the land round about it, both being in part 
■right and in part wrong. Such illustrations we could multiply, 
■fake also the messianic passages; how poorly do they portray 
■the real Christ who camel How inadequately do they picture his 
■alnistryl Consider too the Book of Revelation; if God caused 
lit to be written as a forecast of events why did he not see 
■that it was written in a language and style which men could 
limderstand? True many people think they understand the book, 
■bat scarcely two will agree upon what it means, which fact 
■points to the truth that Revelation does not yield itself 
ito interpretation as a work foretelling future human history.
1 (4) If then the view of the Bible as a book foretelling
levents in history is untenable, the propbsed method of 
■procedure becomes valueless and must be discarded for it is 
Iby its very nature limited in application to a book that 
icontains on the one hand a statement of what is to be, and
loD the other an account of what actually took place. .
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6,- The Theological Method,
The Theological Method is a form of procedure in which the 
student starts with a preconceived theological scheme and 
turns to the Bihle in an attempt to justify or find sanction 
[for the scheme. Theology is made the primary subject of consid­
eration and Bible study becomes instrumental or contributory 
Ito the more important field of systematic religious reasoning. 
This type of procedure came into prominence with the rise of 
Ithe early Church Fathers, and from that time forth the Church 
has always had a group of students who utilized the method 
fith varying degrees of success and comprehensiveness, Special 
emphasis was placed upon the procedure in the period following 
the Reformation when the Armenians, Lutherans, and Calvinists 
lere debating their relative positions. The primary factor 
in all of these heated contests was a system of beliefs; the 
secondary matter was to find biblical proof which would 
jsustain the position against its opponents.
By way of illustrating the method let us ^ay, for example, 
Itbat we believe in the actual blood atonement of Christ for 
1 sinful world; this is a vital part of our theology. Having 
come to this laelief we turn to the Scriptures and find all 
of the passages which have anything to say about blood, blood 
sacrifices, and the atonement of Christ. Whatever passages 
lend themselves to our purpose we chose and array them by 
the side of our theory as proof that the Bible teaches such 
an idea. It may seem to some that we are unfair in character­
izing the method of procedure, for it may be argued that one
does not come to a theological position without foundation
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in biblical fact; that a person would never come to an 
acceptance of the idea of the actual blood atonement of 
Christ unless previous Bible study had led to such a donvict- 
ion. The contention is in part true and in part false. We must 
grant that many people do develop a theology which grows 
|directly out of a* study of the Scriptures, bu£, on the other 
'iand, many more build a system of theology from only a cursory 
liDTestigation of the contents of the Bible - a survey which 
is totally unworthy the name "study”; and still others actually 
luild their theological system with no reference to the Bible 
|it all, but from a study of the theological works and writings
I
Ilf other men. Too often this latter is the class-room method 
lihere theology is taught; a text is chosen; the student reads 
this textbook; he listens to the lectures, and finally comes 
nay from the class with a theological position without 
per having attempted to see how the teachings of Christ 
puared with his theology. The theological method which we 
pve here briefly characterized is not an imaginary one in 
Imy sense of the word; if is one that has been used, and is 
lieing used even today by thousands. Therefore it is pertinent 
|to investigate and criticize it.
It is of interest to note some of the correlary views 
jihich contribute to the method we are considering.
(1) There is, first of all, the idea that the Bible is 
IId a sense a theological textbook; that its contents were 
[given for the purpose of enabling man to build up a complete 
systematic series of religious beliefs. Take the matter of
salvation; how are men saved? After study and investigation 
L^plan of salvation” is worked out. Then the Bible is
searched from cover to cover in an endeavor to find all of
■i the passages which will support this plan, for that is the 
purpose of the Bihle - to supply proof-texts.
(2) There is, next, a certain high regard for rational 
thought- Theology, like philosophy, aims to be rationally
: consistent, logically sound, and completely coherent. Therefore, 
if theology is erected into the principal place, one cannot 
but think well of the National processes of the mind. This is 
an emphasis which is wholesome if not carried to the extreme, 
and one which many of the other methods of procedure overlook.
(3) There is usually a certain love of the abstract as 
opposed to the concrete. The systems which are built up are 
for the most part abstract systems of thought; the subjects 
delt with are otherworldly or supernatural or philosophical 
rather than problems of everyday living and conduct.
(4) And finally, strange as it may seem, there is a strong 
Eystical strain and a high faith running through these 
systems. Theologians are strongly insistent that the processes 
and methods that hold for the material world do not necessarily 
hold for the spiritual realm; and coming up to the abstract
^ problems of the spiritual world, and lacking adequate exper­
ience in matters spiritual as all men do, they have formulated 
positions more from feeling many times than from systematic 
reasoning; which process may be more Justifiable than we 
! know at the present time. Furthermore theologians feel free 
to call upon faith when they come face to face with a more 
or less blank wall in their system; which also may be allowable.
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ffe are not here evaluating, we are stating conditions as they 
exist, and having done so let us turn to a consideration of 
the fallacies of the method.
(1) The method is clearly opposed to the method of procedure 
which has yielded the best results in other fields of investi­
gation, namely, the socalled ^scientific method”. This is
the method of openmindedness. It calls upon the investigator 
to enter the field of study with as few presuppiositions as 
possible; with no expectations as to what should or will be 
found; with the desire only to find the facts and deduce from 
them valid conclusions. The theological method is just the 
reverse of this; it starts with a position and endeavors to 
find facts which will support the preconceived scheme. It 
tends towards closed-mindedness as well, for a man does not 
like to see things which upsets the systems of belief which 
he has built up; it therefore becomes more easy than otherwise 
to overlook opposing facts, when they occur. This makes for 
dogmatism. The two most dogmatic classes of people in the 
fforld are ignoramuses and theologians - the former being too 
ignorent to know their failings and shortcomings, the latter 
|being unwilling to admit and to see truth beyond the position 
jjihich has been assumed, Bible study can never be called 
scientific as long as this method of study is used.
(2) We may well challenge the vie\y of the Scriptures
which would make of them a collection of proof-texts. We have, 
already had occasion to cast aside the text method of procedure, 
and we here reject it again as a valid method of sustaining 
theological systems. A casual investigation of i..ts contents
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Till show to any interested student what a poor textbook of 
theology the Bible really is. The fact that men have been 
debating Christian theology for centuries, and that all 
sides have been turning to the same source, the Bible, both 
to refute their opponents and to substantiate themselves 
shows conclusively that the Bible is not a systematically 
ordered and logically developed super-text on theology.
(3) The method is also to be criticized on the ground 
that what it practically accomplishes is to land men in 
abstractions, incomprehension, and discord. The disagreement 
of theologians is notorious. Much of their work is incompre­
hensible to other theologians and to the world at large. This 
condition is due very largely to the abstract realm of thou^t 
in which they move. We need a method of procedure less 
involved, less abstract, more scientific. Such a method 
le have yet to find.
6#- The ”Alien Point Of View** Method.
In the theological method the student first was called upon 
to adopt a theological position and then begin his Bible study, 
llie present method is somewhat similar with the exception that
V,
the point of view with which the sutdent approaches the Bible 
Is drawn from a field other than religion. It is for this 
reason that we designate it an ”alien^ point of view. This 
sethod of procedure has come into being as a result of men 
of science and philosophy turning to the field of religion and 
endeavoring to carry over - consciously or unconsciously - the 
Dethods and positions that they have used and attained in the
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other field. Their scientific beliefs, whatever they may be, 
become the presuppositions with which they approach the 
Scriptures if they be scientists. If it happens that the 
students are philosophers then their philosophical systems 
form the background of their religious study. In either case 
the method that they were accustomed to use in their first 
field of investigation they now use in the new field.
The man who has spent his life up to a certain point in 
the physical laboratory decides he will take an excursion 
into the field of religion. All of his life previously has 
been spent in studying the behavior of mass particles moving 
in space, and from this study he has built- up certain ideas 
of natural law, and perhaps he has even formed a philosophy 
upon the basis of his limited experience. If such be the case 
it is probably materialistic. Through his long period of 
investigation he has developed a method of procedure of which 
ie thinks well, for it has gained for him results. He has 
formed a bias towards life as a whole perhaps, and towards 
the other fields of human activity and endeavor in particular 
natters, ythen he goes over into the religious field he 
carries along the results of his past experience; he takes 
his method along, all of his bias is present, his material­
istic philosophy is very surely not left behind. Now with 
this he approaches the Bible and begins to study it without 
asking whether the same method of procedure is valid in the 
m field that worked in the old. As he proceeds he thihks 
that he is persueing an open'-minded study, but in reality
begins to cut and prune and rule out as impossible those
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things which will not fit into his materialistic philosophy; 
he looks with douht and questioning upon those things that 
do not correspond fully with the system of beliefs which he 
has built up in the physical laboratory. When he has finished
with his investigation and drawn his conclusions they prove 
to be worthless because of the Inadequacy and fallacy of his 
method*
We do not have to look far to find these fallacies which 
grow out of the fact that the student has started with an 
alien point of view.
(1) In the first place there is the fallacy of thinking 
that you can build up an adequate method of procedure in one 
field of experience which will hold as valid for all fields.
The philosopher laughs at the scientist who turns philosopher, 
scientist lauglis at the statesman who turns scientist,
[the statesman looks with amusement at the antics of the 
lusiness man who turns statesman, the business man is tickled 
it the conduct of the preacher who enters the business world, 
y? Because all of these people are getting into a field 
n which they dre aliens, and most of them do not adopt as 
eir motto, "\yhen in Rome do as the Romans do", rather do 
hey continue to^do as they did in the other field and thus 
come ridiculous to the native workers in the field. Religion 
no exception to the general rule; it is not a field that 
in be exploited by anyone in any hap-hazard fashion. It 
s a method all its own. The theologian is far less at fault 
lan is the scientific man who enters the realm of religion
his scientific bias. for the theologian is at least a
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worker in the field of religion and views it as a special 
realm of human experience with laws and processes unique to 
itself.
(2) The next fallacy lies in the idea that all that holds 
for a part of life is consequently valid for the whole of
it. Philosophy has "been defined as the attempt to build a 
rational and coherent system out of the whole of experience; 
and philosophers have seen clearly the danger and inadequacy 
of generalizing upon anything except complete human experience. 
Tet many people who have confined their study to one field 
have from that single part of experience built up a system of 
beliefs by which they attempt to'explain and evaluate the 
?hole of experience. These people coming over in to the realm 
of religion with their alien point of view, that is their 
bias from another field, begin to evaluate religious sentiment 
in terms of mass particles moving in space. Because they have 
found nothing bpt atoms and reactions between atoms in their 
previous investigation they rule out the possibility of 
inything other than matter existing in the universe.
(3) Which fact points to a third fallacy; that of evaluating 
the higher by the lower. Many, in fact most, of the people
ibo adopt an alien point of view when approaching the Scriptu­
res have been laborers in lower realms of experience; they 
lave been handling matter, they have been studying mechanisms, 
they have been observing chemical reactions, and they propose 
to evaluate consciousness and spirit on the level of atoms and 
lachines. Such a procedure leads to many strange and peculiar 
results.
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(4) And finally we can urge against this theory, as we 
did against the theological method, that it is unscientific 
in that it does not approach the problem in an open-minded 
and unbiased fashion. The scientist enters his laboratory 
having made no attempt to decide what results he will get 
Ifrom his experiment. He is content to observe as the work 
progresses, and to await the completion of the problem to 
see what will happen, yet this same individual many times 
rill take the same conclusions which he formulates and carry 
them over into the field of religion and use them as a basis 
of his investigation in the new field. In all fairness to 
Ihis new endeavor and to retain his scientific composure he 
should start in the new realm with the open-mindedness and 
jfreedom from presuppositions as he did in his former field,
I Let no one think, however, that the scientist is the 
lanly individual who is ever guilty of useing the results 
Bbtained in one field as presuppositions in another. If any­
thing the philosopher is even more given to this practice.
liihen too there is the worker in the sociological realm who 
la more and more frequently getting over into the domain of 
leligion and talking in terms of a "social religion." Also 
l^ere occasionally comes a historian with his ^natural history 
■theory" which he applies to religion and cuts and hews until 
fte has shaped religious deyelopmlent in such a way that it 
Inll fit into his scheme. The "alien point of view" method 
Aas little to commend it in our eyes irrespective of what 
view is and who is administering it.
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7,- The Critical Method.
The critical method of Bihle study is an outgrowth of 
the scientific method which is current in other fields of 
study and Investigation. It proposes to start with no pre­
suppositions relative to the. Bible, but to adopt a completely 
openminded attitude. Pick up a Bible, and having done so, the 
discovery is made that the Bible is a book. Being a book the 
inference is that it is to be studied as any other book might 
be read and studied. So the investigatdr begins to study the 
Bible as he would any other literary work, which means that 
the burden of proof always rests upon the Bible. The reader 
accepts nothing, believes nothing, unless it is proved 
beyond a doubt. Every place a flaw is noticed it is recorded; 
every place an error or conflict appears it is listed; every 
seemingly inaccurate statement is catalogued . Whenever 
results are accredited to the Bible the question is always 
asked, in what other ways might these results be achieved?
And if another explanation can be given which seems in any 
sense more natural or more rational it is entered in place 
of that offered by the Scriptures. In so far as the Bible is 
a unit in itself it is studied as a whole, but units are 
recognized within the Scriptures - not units of texts or 
passages, for the advocates of this method will have none 
of the proof texts or passages, but units of subjects or 
movements such as the prophetic movement, the rise and devel­
opment of Israel as a nation, the life and times of Jesus, et 
cetera. Such fields as these are investigated, but the Bible 
supplies only one of a number of sources from which information
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[is drawn. The Bible, other ancient writings, modern investiga­
tions, geography, philosophy, science are all thrown together 
and from the mass conclusions are drawn relative to the 
I subject under discussion.
As with the other methods considered several fallacies 
[appear in this proposed method of Bible st^idy and interpretat- 
[ion,
(1) In philosophy it has long been recognized that the 
[agnostic method of approach to life is singularly barren of 
results. The man who says, **1 am going to doubt everything 
that I can," usually ends by having made no contribution to 
the woria,.or having built for himself an adequate system of 
Lelief. Sympathy for the subject under investigation has been 
Lore conducive of results than has a great deal of logical 
reasoning and inference. No historian ever attempts to doubt 
all that he can , for he could doubt everything. He finds 
ancient sources which tell of the life and work of Caesar 
[but he has no objective way of checking up the accuracy of 
[those sources except against each other and against probability. 
Le critical student of the Bible may say, "I am going to doubt 
the existence of Christ, or that he was ever a man in 
|palestine, untill it has been proved to me". If he does he 
will very surely go on doubting forever for the type of 
proof which he demands is not forthcoming . We cannot prove 
history by causing it ti be reenacted before our eyes, for 
history is a record of the past which is gone forever. If 





have demonstrated that he ever lived in Rome. Open-mindedness 
does not mean agnosticism - the desire to* doubt. It means a 
keen and consuming desire to actually know the facts and their 
meaning; and being this it Involves a sympathy for the facts 
as they unfold. The true scholar says, "I will believe if I 
can." The agnostic - the pessimist of intellectualism - 
says, "I will not believe unless I am compelled to do so."
I (2) The method of procedure which we have under discussion 
here is also at fault in its failure to evaluate sources 
properly. In its placing together in one heap all ancient 
literature including the Bible, the results of modern investi­
gation, the achievements of science to date, the conclusions 
jef philosophy, et cetera, and then drawing therefrom at will 
it is bringing together evidence which is of untjual validity 
and worth. Perhaps the method would be more valid if our 
[investigation of ancient ruins was complet.e, if we knew all 
Ithe truth of science, if we had a system of philosophy upon 
lihich all would agree, but we do not have any such completeness 
k knowledge. The critical scholar of this school has little 
to say about divine revelation. Inspiration for him means 
mly a slight refinement of spirit, a refinement which sets 
the poet off from the digger of ditches, the artist from the 
Iractory toiler. The writers of the Scriptures were, if 
liifferent at all from other ancient writers, different only 
pantitatively; that is their vision was just a trifle more 
perfect, their conceptions just a little higher, their 
thoughts a degree more noble than that of their fellow men,
Ihe product of their hands then is to be considered practically 
Ibs one would consider the other writings of the day.
(3) This points to a third fallacy; namely, that the 
method fails to take into consideration the fact that the 
Bible as a book has a unique record in the world; that it
has made a unique appeal to man; that it has stamped itself as 
different from other books in the minds of thousands of 
thinking men and women. We have had occasion previously to 
call attention to the unique character of the Scriptures 
so do not need to elaborate here upon it; but we do need to 
bear in mind that this uniqueness is a fact relative to the 
Bible which must be considered and accounted for in any 
thoroughgoing study and investigation.
(4) Practically the method makes for barrenness of results, 
for lack of spiritual warmth and vision, and tends to destroy 
the authority of the Bible over life. It falls into all the■v
errors of an inadequate view of divine revelation and inspirat­
ion. It erects a false standard upon which judgment and certainty 
is based. And finally it leads to confusion and agnosticism 
ffith all of its accompanying ills. Certainly we should 
look farther for a method before adopting one which in the 
process of operation destroys the values for which we are 
seeking in life.
Is there a completely adequate method? We have observed 
as we progressed that many of these theories have valuable 
features, that there is much to comment them to us; but we 
also have found that each has grave fallacies in them which 
prevents us accepting them completely and solely. We need a 
method which will combine the admirable features of all of these
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methods and which, if possible, will have an additional 
contribution to offer to the problem. It would seem that 
in the Religio-historical Method” we hace such a method of 
procedure, and in the next chapter we will proceed to consider 
this process, and to an evaluation of its worth and adequacy.
a it it it it 
it it it it it 
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Chapter 7* The Historical Method Of 
Biblical Interpretation,
A,- Introduction,
From the previous discussion we are able to conclude that 
theories are merely instrumental, that they do not exist in 
and for themselves, but that they have been formulated for 
the purpose of achieving certain valuable' ends. Usually the 
end sought is to explain experience, or a part of it, in 
such a way as to bring intellectual satisfaction and rest. Some 
times a theory may be instrumental in supplying certain 
emotional values or needs, irrespective of the values sought 
in specific cases, however, we may safely conclude that it is 
the purpose of theories to contribute as much worth to life 
as possible, and at the same time detract as little as possible.
The theories discussed in the last chapter dealing with 
legitimate methods of interpreting the Bible all possess a 
i greater or less amount of worth. As we discussed them we took 
occasion to point out the values which they possessed. But, 
on the other hand, they all possess certain fallacies, or what 
we might term negative values, as well. While in some respects 
I they' brought intellectual satisfaction they also made impossible 
demands which produced intellectual dissatisfaction and
I
emotional disquiet.
Now our quest is for a method of biblical interpretation 
which will be valid; that is, one which will bring to us all 
of the positive values which are contained in the Scriptures 
without, at the same time, making it necessary for us to carry
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a load of presuppositions which our minds cannot sanction, 
tenets which the intellect tells us are false, or at least 
doubtful, and correlary ideas which are distasteful to our 
emotional or aesthetic natures. A theory of biblical interp­
retation is a key - an instrument - used to unlock the Bible 
and make its contents available to us. Now the Bible has not 
one door but many. The theories which we have discussed have 
all been sufficient to open up a few of the many approaches 
to the Bible, but none have proved to be the "master key" 
which will admit the seeker after truth into all the treasure 
chambers of that wonderful storehouse. Is there such a key? 
lean we find a method which is valid and which will open the 
I way for us as we take our Bible in hand to master its contents?
It is the opinion of the author that there is such a method, 
and that that method is the one known as the Historical or 
[Religio-historical Methof of biblical interpretation.
I B.- Tlie Religio-historical Method.
I This method, as the name implies, is a method of procedure
I to be used in Bible study. It is not a system of beliefs; it
lhas no dogmas; nor does it start with any theological pre-
Isuppositions, It lays claim to being scientific for the reason
[that it is willing to take the Scriptures at face value - that
I is, as they stand, stripped of all theory and dogma - and
■ study them in the light of the forces and factors which produced
Ithem. 1% starts frankly with two postulates: (1) First, that
laan learns and has learned through experience. Nothing 
produces nothing, but out of life there comes living values'.
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(2) And second. In history we have a record of past human 
experience and can therefore expect to draw from that source, 
as well as present personal experience, knowledge of what 
is true and valuable. The simplicity of these postulates are 
their very strength, for no one would think of gainsaying the 
truth of either of the above mentioned ideas,
Christianity is a historical religionj that is, it has 
an actual historical basis. Present day faith in the heart of 
Christian men and women is not merely a subjective product,
\
it is more, for it is a faith which grows out of experience 
both past and present. In the New Testament the world has 
the record of the historic events of the life of Christ given 
for the express purpose of producing faith in the hearts of 
those who would read in future generation. The writers who 
I produced the New Testament believed that the. events which they 
[were recording occured for the purpose of bringing knowledge, 
conviction, and faithj they therefore wrote in this light, that 
[the events which were a part of their own personal experience 
[night be made known to those who dwelt in other lands and 
[who would live in other generations.
I But it may seem to some that the fact that the historical
[narrative which we call the Bible is invalidated and becomes
[untrustworthy as a historical document if it is true that it
lias written for a purpose. Such a conclusion is, however,
[both hasty and unsound. Truth many times is the strongest
I argument that even a dishonest person can produce; so, even
■ though we may not trust the veracity of the Gospel writers in 
levery particular,we yet cannot convict them of shaping events
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to suit their own ends. Paul said, "For i know him whom i have 
believed",(2Tim.1:12) and it was his earnest desire that his 
son in the spirit, Timothy, might also know the facts which 
brought belief into Paul's life. Therefore Paul wrote inforaing 
Timothy.. Luke investigated and wrote in order that Theophilus 
might know the facts. John produced his Gospel years later to 
correct some false traditions which were springing up, and to 
add to certain portions of the record then possessed by the 
early church. In this matter of challenging the essential 
historical accuracy of the biblical account the burden of 
proof at any rate lies on the side of those who question the 
trustworthiness of the Bible, for from the very early centuries 
it has been accepted as a true account of in its main features 
Of a certain large portion of humanity.
No one as yet has been able to attack successfully the 
historical basis of Christianity, its historic origin as reco­
rded in the Bible stands accepted by the world today, and 
if anything becomes more firmly established as the years go by. 
Ihe Bible is recognized as a truthful record-of a certain 
portion of human experience compiled dhd brought together 
at intervals over a space of two thousand or more years. We 
have this book today set down in modern life, a book which ’ 
records the life struggles of ancient peoples, and written in 
an ancient and, to us, foreign environment. Our problem is 
to interpret this collection of ancient sacred literature.
If we could leave this modern world of ours, divest ourselves 
of modern knovrledge and-modern sophistication, if we could
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exchange our personal experience for that of a humhle Palestin­
ian living in the time of Christ, we would then have our 
prohlem solved to a considerable degree. We could follow the 
Master through Galilee and sit with him by the seaside and 
consider his words in the light of the current thinking of 
the time. To Jerusalem we could go with him and follow into 
the Temple and there see with our own eyes the ■ circumstances 
which called forth the wonderful discourses that the there 
delivered during the last week "before his death. We could 
evaluate his spiritual message in the light of the day and , 
the circumstances in which it was given, if we were abl6 thus 
to fly back through the centuries; but this we cannot do.
The next best thing is to take the records and reconstruct 
from them the scenes and circumstances as nearly as the data 
in hand will permit. This is the aim of th^ historical method. 
William Norris in the prologue of his work ”Earthly Paradise" 
makes this request of his readers:
I "Forget six counties overhung with smoke,
I Forget the snorting steam and piston stroke,
I Forget the spreading of the hideous town;
I Thixik rather of the pack horse on the down,I And dream of London, small and white and clean,I The clear Thames bordered by its gardens green;I Think that below the bridge the green lapping waves I Smite some few keels that bear Levantine staves,I And cloth of Bruges, and hogsheads of Guienne;I While nigh the thronged wharf Geoffrey Chaucer’s pen I Moves over bills of lading,^ ^
IKo less than this must we do if we are to actually come to an 
■understanding of the Scriptures, The Historical method Insists 
I that it is not enough to simply ask, what does the Bible say?
B ^ Quoted by Moffatt, James, The Approach To The New Testament. 
B VAfte 200
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but'also, how? and. why? and when? did the Bible say it. If 
we stop to. ask these questions it will forever cure us of the 
practice of opening the Bible, picking out a verse or two, 
and useing it by itself without regard to context, and with 
no reference to the factors which called it forth. Under the 
old methods we would turn to the Bible and find that it said
"Jesus wept", and also "l am the way,the truth, and the light;
no man cometh unto the Father but by me". Therefore we would 
conclude that we- should go about weeping as Jesus did if 
we. would come to the Father. If we examine the Gospel account 
more thoroughly we discover that Jesus did not always weep, 
and that upon the occasion mentioned his tears were not without 
provination for he had great sorrow. In like manner we too 
might weep for the sins of the world.
The historical method involves' the process of putting 
oneself as nearly as possible in the original environment 
before an attempt is made to interpret a passage of Scripture.
Now this is no easy thing to do, nor can it be done quickly ‘
on the spur of the moment. Many diverse intellectual, 
psychological, geographical, philosophical, and environmental 
strains have come in to produce the Bible. Hebrew thought 
and life made the greatest contribution; but there was also 
Egypt, Babylonia, and other neighboring nations who influenced 
the making of the Bible more or less directly, in the New 
Testament we have Greek and Alexandrian philosophy exerting 
an influence, and in some of the latest of New Testament 
writings ,a small amount of Persian and Indian mysticism seems
4
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to have crept in. Not that we are to think that the Bible is 
just an anthology of cosmopolitan ideas of that time, but that 
the men and women to whom Jesus spoke thought in terms current 
in their day'many of which resulted from the mingling of 
several strains of thought. Then too, the men who wrote were 
thinking in terms of the knowledge and beliefs current in 
their day - in terms of Alexandrian philosophy for example - 
just as we today thinlc in terms' of evolution and progress.
They knew no other language Or imageyy in which to clothe 
their new spiritual ideas and they needed no other. But today 
when we read the work of their hands we have the problem of' 
comprehending their records in the light of the environment - 
physical, intellectual, social, political - in which they 
were produced.
Slowly and surely we must work backwards, rebuilding in 
our imagination the world as it was, discovering the contrib­
uting factors and tracing as best we may to their sources, 
listing the intellectual contents of that day, reproducing 
the background of experience which -was possessed in that 
early time, and when we have done all of this we are ready to 
evaluate the teachings and worth of the Scripturesj but not 
before.
C.- Objections .To The Religio-historical Method.
As might be expected the historical method is not free 
from objections. From several different sources there have been 
protests regestered against its validity.
(1) The first source from which objections come is that
o
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of the school of dogmatism. There are those who hold that the 
supreme purpose of history Is to prove certain pre-established 
dogmas, and to these people the historical method Is heresy.
It Is clearly apparent that the method under discussion Is 
anything but dogmatic, it starts with no assumptions of what 
ought to be, or what Is a priori; but It starts with only that 
which Is actually given In experience, it neither views the 
Bible as It would view any other ancient book, for the Bible 
shows Itself to be unique; nor does It look at the Bible as a 
theological text-book given to prove certain dogmas, for the 
Bible clearly shows Itself not to be such a book as this 
either. Those who believe In the historical method of biblical 
interpretation are content to rest the Issue upon the Bible 
itself as to whether it is a record of actual historical 
events given for the purpose of producing faith in an individual 
who claimed to be the Son of God, and to bring about an 
acceptance of his message to the world; or. whether it Is a 
compilation of proof-texts produced for the purpose of 
supporting some theological and rational dogmas.
(2) Another objection against this method Is lodged by 
those who possess a mystical temperament. These people turn 
their thoughts inward rather than outward. The consult and 
follow an Inward "light" rather than turn to the pages of 
history and shape their course by the experience of men. These 
men are not so much opposed to the historical method as they 
are just unwilling to have anything to do with It or to concede 
any value to It. They divorce In a sense life and experience; 
if they would find God they look for him in their own souls
rather than out in the world. Now we cannot gainsay the idea 
that God does come into the hearts of individuals and 
speak directly to them, but the individual has yet to live 
with soul great enough to receive God^s complete revelation.
Our knowledge of him is small enough when we have pieced 
together his manifestations to the entire human race, and to 
say that I have no need to consider the experiences which 
other men have had with God for I can find him in my own 
soul is a piece of supreme egotism.
(3) Another objection comes from the field of Philosophical 
Rationalism. Certain schools of rationalists hold that there .
• are principles and concepts which are eternal, and that these 
are the important possessions of the human mind and need no 
historical warrant. These ideas, principles, and notions 
being eternally true and valid, how can any specific historical 
event contain them, add to them, or detract from their truth? 
this group of philosophers asks. All history can do is fro 
illustrate and give examples of these eternal truths. Strauss 
declared that the true essence of Christianity was entirely 
apart from the historical events which he called into 
question in his book "The Life Of Jesus", published in 1836.
He could say this for he considered that Christianity contained 
some religious principles and ethical maxims which would be 
true with or without a historical basis.
It may well be that there are certain historical truths, 
not-with-standing what pragmatism has to say to the contrary, 
but even granting such to be the case, the average mind cannot
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divorce truth fropi fact, -rhat Is to say, if there are such 
eternal truths then the most natural thing for man to do would 
he to turn to experience and study that to see if such truth 
had ma;nifested itself. If such a manifestation has not appeared 
then -one has a very legitimate reason for seriously questioning 
the eternal validity of the purported "truth".
(4) Another ohjection is that brought by the more pragmat­
ically minded individuals who claim that the historical 
method will not always work. In support of their contention 
they point out the large number of theories and explanations 
which have been advanced by those who have used this method, 
which theories have later been discarded and thrown aside as 
worthless by later Investigators useing the same method.
In answer to this objection Homes Moffatt as well said,
"Exegesis corrects itself; historical criticism is full of 
abandoned explanations, revised judgments, and dead hypothesis, 
but so is every branch of science. It operates upon its own 
oxSeaseA'jp andrpowadays the science has recovered from some 
of its childish complaints." (The Approach To The New Testament)
Page 158.
In this world were limitations are so pronounced and so binding 
it would indeed be strange if we could find a method of 
interpreting the Bible which would insure that no mistakes 
would ever be made; in fact it would mark the highest intellec­
tual achievement of man, for therer would be nothing in any 
other field of human endeavor which would approach it. All 
we can ask pf a method is that in the long run it will check 
itself, discover its errors, right its mistakes, and go on 
to the discovery and investigation of new truths. This the 
historical method seems able to do.
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D.- Conclusion.
Thus does the historical method stand against those who 
oppose it, and it will, continue to stand until some more 
legitimate objection can be brought against it than has as 
yet been advanced. We cannot close without saying something 
of the fruits of the method. The method is comparatively 
Tiew. It was first mentioned by Priestly in his book ”The History 
Of The Corruptions Of Christianity”, (1782) but it was not 
until some time later when Baur began to iWrite that the method 
really came into prominence. Within the last fifty years it 
has caused a revival of Bible study which has revolutionized 
Christian literature and has caused to be produced in a few 
decades a wealth of devotional matter, religious literature, 
and theological essays which surpass the work of many centuries 
previous.
When viewed in the light of its proper setting, a thing 
which the historical method insists upon as fundamental and 
endeavors to bring about, the Bible becomes once more a 
living book for a living people, Jesus becomes not merely* 
a figure of the distant past. He becomes the Christ who lived 
and manifested to all mankind both by word and action the 
will of the Father. Thus has his words come to convey to us 
the meaning that they conveyed to those who were privileged 6 
to see him face to face, and hear his voice with their own 
ears, and put to him questions with their own lips; and in 
so far as this transpires will his aim in the world be fulfilled. 
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